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Abstract

In Model-Based Testing (MBT) the main goal is to test a system by designing models which describe the functionality of the system to test. Subsequently, test cases are obtained from the model, and these test cases can be executed automatically.

Experience has shown that the learning curve for learning MBT can be steep - especially for people who do not have previous programming experience. This is because the language used to design models uses programming language concepts. In this thesis we describe a tool which automatically generates models, given an initial set of requirements. The advantage of this tool is that users do not need to learn a model-based testing language to design models, but instead they must learn to use a high-level of abstraction and a Graphical User Interface to specify their test cases.

We demonstrate the value of the tool by using it to design models that generate test cases for telecommunications system, but show that this tool can be adapted for use in testing similar systems. The application of this tool can facilitate traditional phase-based software development methods, by saving a considerable amount of time and resources. In addition, when applied to agile software development, the reduced time required for testing because of the use of our tool helps shortening the feedback loops between designing and testing, thus increasing team efficiency within every iteration.
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Sammanfattning

I Model-Based Testing (MBT) är det huvudsakliga målet att testa ett system genom modeller som beskriver systemets unktionalitet för att testa. Därefter erhålls testfall från modellen, och dessa testfall kan utföras automatiskt.


Vi demonstrerar värdet av verktyget genom att använda den för att konstruera modeller som genererar testfall för telekommunikationssystem, men visar att detta verktyg kan anpassas för användning vid testning av liknande system. Tillämpningen av detta verktyg kan underlätta traditionella fas-baserade metoder mjukvaruutveckling, genom att spara en avsevärd tid och resurser. Dessutom, när det tillämpas på Agile Software utveckling, minskade tid som krävs för att testa på grund av användningen av vårt verktyg hjälper förkorta återkopplingar mellan design och testning, vilket ökar teamet effektiviteten inom varje iteration.
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**Resumen**

En Model-Based Testing (MBT), el objetivo principal es testear un sistema mediante el diseño de modelos que describan su funcionalidad. En consecuencia, estos modelos generan test cases que pueden ser ejecutados automáticamente en dicho sistema.

La experiencia nos muestra que la curva de aprendizaje en el caso de MBT puede ser pronunciada, especialmente para aquellos sin ninguna experiencia previa en programación. Esto se debe a que los lenguajes usados para diseñar modelos usan conceptos intrínsecos a los lenguajes de programación. En este Proyecto Fin de Carrera, describimos una herramienta que genera automáticamente modelos, dado un conjunto de requisitos inicial. La ventaja que ofrece esta herramienta es que los usuarios no requieren el aprendizaje de ningún lenguaje de modelado a la hora de diseñar modelos, sino que tan solo deben aprender a utilizar una Interfaz de Usuario Gráfica (GUI), a un alto nivel de abstracción, para especificar sus test cases.

Demostramos el valor de esta herramienta mediante su aplicación en un nuevo sistema de telecomunicaciones en fase de pruebas de Ericsson, mostrando al mismo tiempo que puede ser utilizada en el testeo de sistemas similares. La aplicación de esta herramienta puede facilitar los métodos de desarrollo de software tradicionales mediante el ahorro de una cantidad considerable de tiempo y recursos. Además, aplicada a métodos de desarrollo ágil de software, el tiempo reducido requerido para el testing a causa del uso de esta herramienta ayuda a acortar los plazos entre diseño y testing, y en consecuencia, incrementando la eficiencia del equipo en cada iteración.

**Keywords:** Model-Based Testing, Automated Model Generation, Graphical User Interface, State Chart, Agile software development, Scrum
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A software product’s life cycle is composed of conception, design, development, testing, and maintenance & migration to a replacement/successor product [71]. During the first period, the product’s idea and feasibility are studied and the specifications are decided. Once a company decides to develop a product, the second period begins and the product is designed to meet the given specifications that may detail the product’s expected performance and functionality. During the third period, the product’s development is carried out and finally, the testing period checks whether all the specifications are met or not and how well they are met [71]. This is followed by product maintenance & migration as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. A software products’ life cycle
The rapid changes that the telecommunications market is subjected to require a great ability to adapt. In addition, customers demand more functionality from the products along with high reliability and quality. Thus companies need faster and more efficient processes. An increasing fraction of the value of these products is based upon the software that is used to realize the product, configure, and operate it. As a result more and more time, money, and effort is being spent by companies on this software.

Testing is one of the most expensive processes within the software development life cycle, accounting for 40% to 70% of all system development costs [62]. Therefore, software verification in practice involves a trade-off between budget, quality, and time [64]. Efficiency in designing and development has been raised considerably reducing the time required to develop software products, but the time and effort required to test products has barely been reduced [30]. As a result, testers either need to work longer hours, or supplementary resources need to be added to the test team in order to meet aggressive test deadlines [37]. Thus, the target of recent research is to automate the testing in order to reduce the overall resources spent during the life cycle of the product, and hence increase the efficiency.

Designing automated tests for telecommunication systems is not a simple matter because it is not possible to create a unique test-suite for all systems. The complexity lies in the fact that these systems have little in common, e.g., at first glance a radio system seems quite different from a wired network system. Therefore, despite some test-cases that can be common to several systems under test (SUT), there test-suites need to be adapted to each SUT. Research has focused on developing a general-purpose method that allow an easy implementation of test-suites.

Different approaches have been developed in order to improve testing. One of the most popular testing methods currently is MBT. Its main goal is to test a system by designing models which describe the functionality of the SUT. Subsequently, test cases are derived from the model and executed. These models describe the expected behavior of the SUT and are used together with test generator adaptors in order to automatically generate a number of test cases [56]. The result of using MBT is a reduced human effort by avoiding manual test generation and execution [68].

Although the concept of "Model-based Testing" has existed for many years, during the last several years it has become popular as a testing approach not only because it decreases the overall time to test, but because it also provides better test coverage [43] versus traditional testing methods [49].

1.1. Problem Statement

MBT encapsulates the complexity of creating test cases into a simpler and more abstract representation of the functionality to be tested (i.e. a model). MBT has
been proven to be effective in the area of test maintenance, since every change can be made in the model, instead of individually modifying each test cases. As test cases are extracted from the model, small changes in the model can translate into large changes in the test cases. Thus, the model’s maintenance time is usually smaller than modifying each test case individually (usually contained in test-scripts).

Even though MBT shows some benefits over traditional testing techniques (see Section 2.5), MBT has several problems to address:

- Experience has shown that the learning curve for learning MBT can be steep, especially for people who do not have previous programming experience [75].

- In MBT, many of the details found at the "execution layer" are abstracted by using models. This differs from the traditional testing view which directly transforms the specification of a test case into an executable script [28].

- "Pesticide paradox" [33], one of the biggest drawbacks in traditional automated testing is that fixing a bug leads to decreased efficiency since the bugs that were revealed lead to an escalation of features and complexity, resulting in subtler bugs that have to be found and fixed in order to preserve the product’s earlier reliability.

- Currently, the MBT models need to be manually generated from the requirements specifications of the SUT, using some type of modeling tool [57]. Although the extraction of test-cases is automated, the time required to design and implement the models is still high.

In addition to the above, other major obstacles in the testing process are the problems related to requirements specification, which are associated with software systems failures [41]. A correct requirements specification can improve the effectiveness of generating models and test inputs. Unfortunately, there usually is no uniformity in these specifications [78], so in practice generating tests based upon these specification is much less efficient than directly writing test cases.

### 1.2. Goals

The main goals of this thesis project are designing, implementing and evaluating a tool which is able to automatically generate models, given an initial set of requirements. This implies accomplishing the following objectives:

- Designing a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to enter the test specifications requirements in order to increase the degree of abstraction in testing as much as possible. The benefits of this are:
  - Reduce the required programming and modeling knowledge when a SUT is tested.
• Reduce the learning time for aspiring MBT users.

• Generate models in an intermediate Extensible Markup Language (XML)-based format, which is an accessible (i.e. machine-readable), and portable format. Thus, a model can be subsequently used by other applications after its creation. However, we have to keep in mind the specific Ericsson test domain where this tool is applied and the time constraint.

• Implement a transformation process which uses the created XML files to generate models in the format of Conformiq Modeler™ and Designer™ and then use these tools to automatically derive test cases from the model.

• Design and implement a parser to automatically read test specification documents and extract an initial set of machine-readable specifications. Thus, ideally the only thing that a user has to do is to enter an URL to the specifications and the program will complete all the requirements.

• Design and implement a "document pretty-printer" to automatically generate documentation from the implemented model.

• Write a user’s guide which describes how to use the Automated Model Generator.

1.3. Scope

In this thesis project we try to fill the gap in the automation between requirements specification and the implementation of models. A model-based application was developed to create models for a set of command line interfaces (CLI) commands. The tool is designed to support any existing or any new CLI commands which could be introduced in the future, as well as new MBT test generation tools. Moreover, the XML-format models can be edited and reused from other SUTs, thus saving time and improving the efficiency of the overall testing processes.

In addition, we propose a solution to the problem of uniformity in requirements specification. Our tool is capable of creating documentation and specifications in a unified format, enabling future researches which could fully automate the verification process using a constrained language.

1.4. Target Audience

Test automation engineers will find useful information about automation solutions throughout this master’s thesis. Test organizations interested in automating testing processes will find references to a implementation of an intuitive GUI for doing software testing.
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Moreover, this master’s thesis may also be interesting for those who need to store information using programming languages through an easy-to-use GUI or to translate information into different languages, i.e., XML, Qtronic Modeling Language (QML), modeling programming languages, and wide-spectrum languages.

1.5. Methodology

This thesis project began with a deep and thorough literature study about traditional testing techniques, and existing automated testing techniques - i.e. script-based testing and MBT. Moreover, model programming languages - i.e. XML and QML, parsing and transcoding techniques, and model-based design have been studied in order to provide a solid background about the context and solution adopted in this master’s thesis.

Additionally, a review of related work and state-of-the-art methods is presented in order to extract new challenges that have not been addressed yet. Furthermore, we have taken into account the real needs of a large organization, Ericsson, and have implemented a solution that can accelerate their testing processes.

This thesis project describes an application created in order to simplify the process of designing and generating models, which are subsequently used as input to an MBT tool in order to generate test cases. The Automated Model Generator (AMG) tool creates a preliminary model in XML based on the input given by the user, the “pre-model” (this concept is explained in detail in later sections). A transcoder then generates, based on the previous XML file, the final model using a MBT tool, Conformiq Modeler and Designer. We deploy AMG to test a telecommunications system, but show that this tool can have a bigger impact, i.e. it can easily be adapted for the use in designing similar systems.

We show that by utilizing AMG in combination with a model-based testing tool, we can generate test cases from the models and using appropriate test adaptors generate executable test cases. Thus, users do not need to learn a new model programming language to design models, but instead are presented with an application which allows them to create models using a GUI.

Furthermore, by taking advantage of having the behavior of the system described in a model the documentation can be extracted from this model. Using such machine generated specifications a common format for specifications can be achieved. Additionally, because changes are made on the “pre-model” rather than directly in the specifications, old or incomplete information will automatically be eliminated from the specification when the model is next pretty-printed as a specification.

The tool is implemented in Java based on the results of our literature study of state-of-the-art approaches in MBT and Ericsson’s needs for most suitable design.
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Finally, using results from a survey we conducted within the company, we quantify the benefits of our tool when it comes to testing, in terms of time to test when using our proposed AMG/MBT approach versus when using manual or scripted testing. The results of this comparison shows the benefit of using MBT together with AMG against other methods.

1.6. Structure

Chapter 1 gives a general overview and a shortly introduction to this thesis.

Chapter 2 describes the necessary background for a good understanding of this thesis’ contents. It starts with some short definitions which will help the reader to go through the following sections. It continues with the analysis of current testing techniques and an explanation of the test domain which the tool is adapted to. Thirdly, a deep explanation of MBT is presented and finally, the XML format is explained in detail.

Chapter 3 related work on this topic is mentioned and compared to what our targets are.

Chapter 4 the adopted solution is shown. Firstly, the proposed method and the traditional MBT are compared. Secondly, the architecture of the application is presented and the different modules are deeply explained.

Chapter 5 analyses the results obtained with the usage of our new tool and they are compared with the traditional MBT process in different scenarios.

Chapter 6 presents the reached conclusions and proposes some improvements to the current tool’s version.

Furthermore, some appendixes which will help the reader to understand smoothly the content of this thesis appear in the end.
Chapter 2

Background

The intention of this chapter is to give an overview and explanation of all the technical background needed for a good understanding of this thesis. The chapter starts with a brief explanation of essential testing concepts in section 2.1. Actual testing methods are presented and compared, explaining their advantages and disadvantages in section 2.3. The AMG’s test domain is presented in section 2.4 and this is followed by a deep study on MBT in section 2.5 as this method is the adopted solution. Furthermore, section 2.5.4 gives an overview of existing MBT tools and finally, a brief explanation of the XML language is given in section 2.6.

2.1. Basic Concepts

In this section, important concepts that appear during this thesis are defined:

- **Test-case**
  A test case is the set of instructions together with conditions and variables under which the tester determines whether an application or a process of the SUT works correctly or not.

- **Test specification**
  The test specifications contains the information about the design and/or the implementation of the test cases.

- **Test scenario**
  The test scenario sets the circumstances under which the SUT is tested, e.g., high/low traffic level on the network. The test scenarios contain test cases, and the sequence in which these test cases must be executed. They may be independent test cases, or a sequence of test cases, each dependent on the output of the previous one.
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- **Test-suite**
  A test suite is a collection of test scenarios and/or test cases that are related or that cooperate with each other.

- **Test script**
  A test script in software testing is a set of instructions that will be performed on the SUT to test the system’s functionality and/or quality. A text-script contains a sequence of actions to follow and the expected outputs from the SUT. One test script usually corresponds to one test case.

- **Model**
  In the testing context, a model is an abstract implementation of the SUT. It describes the expected behavior when specific inputs or conditions occurs.

- **Test oracle**
  A test oracle is software providing fail/pass verdicts. In automated testing, the tester specifies the expected output from the SUT, which is checked in order to determine if the test has passed or not.

- **Test-coverage**
  Test coverage describes the fraction of the SUT which is tested by the test suite. This includes all the features within the test suite’s scope.

- **Regression Testing**
  Regression testing is any type of software testing that seeks to uncover new errors in existing functionality after changes have been made to the SUT. Some tests are common in most of the products, so in order to prevent repetitive test-cases and hence a massive growth of our test suite in consecutive releases, these test cases are either edited or eliminated [59].

- **White/Black box testing**
  White-box testing is a testing approach which tests internal structures and implementations of the SUT. Conversely, the black-box testing approach tests the functionality of an application, measuring the generated output given a specific input.

- **Test environment**
  A test environment is the required context in which to test a product. This environment simulates test scenarios, generates the inputs, and analyzes the outputs of the SUT.
2.2. Testing Framework

The goal of testing is to minimize the defects of products by detecting as many errors as possible before the product reaches the market. Testing on a system consists of a series of <input, output> interactions between this system and the tester. Successful verification of a test step can be perceived as a match of the system’s output and the expected output from the tester, given a specific input.

Even though a product has successfully passed through a thorough testing process, it would be unrealistic to think that no errors will ever occur during the product’s life-cycle. In fact, the need for extensive tests implies a large budget in order to ensure a better quality. Therefore, companies usually take into account post-release errors that will be corrected in future releases. Thus, the first challenge when testing is to design the appropriate testing process so that the desired functionality and quality are well-tested for a particular release.

Trivial post-release errors are known before releasing a product. The need to correct them sometimes depends on users’ demands. Releasing a not fully complete product is currently common for most companies. These releases only purpose is to obtain feedback from the users’ in order to improve the next release to meet their demands and avoid or delay unaddressed post-correction errors.

2.3. Software Testing Methods

Software testing is an essential period during the life cycle of any product, especially during software development. Software systems are modified many times during their life cycle due to various reasons, i.e., adding functionality, fixing bugs, or increasing quality. Therefore, tests must be carried out to check the robustness of each new release [42].

Designing, developing, and testing processes must be performed sufficiently to satisfy the market’s demands. While the system functionality is set by the user, the company generally wants to reduce costs. This cost reduction is usually achieved by reducing the cost of the hardware. Unfortunately, this often leads to more complex software [55], and hence a larger number of tests need to be carried out in the last stages of the product’s life-cycle in the shortest time possible.

The reader must not forget that research and development on testing aims to perform effective testing, i.e., to find more errors in terms of the requirements, design, and implementation in order to increase the product’s robustness and quality. Automation potentially performs efficient tests, hence accomplishing the desired goals. Here efficiency refers to executing more test cases per unit time and/or executing a given set of tests in less time.
These investigations lead to increasing automation during the test period. Ideally, testing processes should be completely automated, which means that the SUT is tested without requiring any human interaction. A high degree of automation results in significant time and cost savings [51]. This high degree of test automation is achieved through an increase in the level of abstraction in test design [63].

In the current framework, a fully automated general-purpose method has not been created due to the variance in the nature of software testing. Therefore, a variety of test processes are found in the market that offer solutions with different degrees of automation. Although most of these processes require some form of human interaction, completely automated testing has been only achieved in specialized cases [77].

Specialized solutions are expensive and not flexible, therefore complete test automation is not the target in many cases. However, the main goal of test automation research remains to create a flexible and fully-automated solution [40].

Test automation requires a combination of programming and testing skills which are rarely found in software development teams. Furthermore, the lack of a standardized language for test automation tool interoperability causes problems when these tools are integrated [77]. These are some of the reasons why automated testing processes are still under-developed in comparison to other processes.

In software testing, test cases are executed (1) during the life-time of a release, and (2) in subsequent releases [34]. This subsequent regression testing is one of the major reasons why manual testing has proven to be inadequate in software testing because it consumes a lot of resources during the last releases when both previous and new test cases are executed. In manual testing, testers spend exactly the same amount of time when executing a specific test-case in each consecutive release [55]. This becomes a problem when the number of test cases increases considerably or when there are many different releases. The number of test cases tends to increase because products acquire more and more features, while testing teams face aggressive deadlines. Today, manual testing is not a feasible solution when a large software product is developed because testing periods would become too long [37].

Therefore, semi-automated general-purpose testing techniques are currently widely used in testing software. Traditional test automation, i.e. script-based testing, co-exists (see section 2.3.2) with modern processes such MBT [73], see section 2.5. These methods achieve an increasingly automated execution of test cases, once they are implemented.
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2.3.1. Manual Testing

In manual testing a set of tests is directly executed by a tester on the SUT. The tester interacts with the SUT directly by entering a CLI command along with the command parameters (see subsection 2.4.1), then waits for the system’s output and checks if this output is correct or not (see figure 2.1).

This method of testing greatly depends on the knowledge and experience of the testers, both to design the test suite and to create all the relevant test-cases. In manual testing, the tester must have well-focused goals in order to achieve a well-structured testing period [55] which can lead to failing to test one or more of the general goals of the SUT and hence, lead to a badly design test suite.

![Manual testing schema](image)

**Figure 2.1.** Manual testing schema

2.3.2. Automated Testing

Automated testing solutions are wide spread in software companies. General-purpose automated testing methods have been deployed to design test suites, where test execution and MBT test-case extraction are automated. Full-automation is usually costly and has a narrow scope, hence it is not a common practice.

However, automated testing has gained in importance with the increasing number of test-cases in consecutive stages [34]. The main advantage of automated testing is that already implemented tests can be updated and used in the maintenance phase, as well as easily adapted to new releases. a few modification to the overall set of tests allows faster test execution in later stages and hence, reduce the time needed for a particular test-case. This is referred as test “re-usage”. Thus, the testing team is able to the increased the test coverage in comparison to manual testing, as each tester can automatically execute previous-designed tests and spend their time creating new tests for the new release.

In this thesis, two different methods have been considered, i.e. script-based testing and MBT.
Script-Based Testing

In script-based testing, testers implement testing scripts that will be executed automatically and compared against the test oracle of each test (see figure 2.2). The value of this method resides in the possibility to re-use or easily adapt of the same test-scripts to consecutive releases in order to perform the same test-cases (or a small variant of them).

The time spent initially implementing test scripts is considerably greater than the time spent for a single manual test cycle, but as the product development stages are completed, the time spent in the execution of the same number of tests via test scripts is significantly lower than the sum of the time that would be required for the equivalent manual testing. Thus, as stated before, the real savings occur in the later releases.

Model-Based Testing

MBT aims to test a system based upon models which describe the intended functionality of the SUT. MBT is an improved method in comparison to the traditional automated testing explained above. This method is illustrated in figure 2.3 and explained in detail further in section 2.5.

2.3.3. Manual Testing versus Automated Testing

Table 2.1 shows a comparison of manual testing against two different types of automated testing with regard to a number of different features. The compared features are:
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- Execution time: the execution of test cases is automated in Script-Based Testing and MBT, hence the execution time is much lower than manual execution.

- Implementation time: refers to the amount of time required to execute a test case for the first time.

- Adaptation time: is the time spent when updating a former test case to the current version. MBT editing makes changes in the model so more than one test cases can be modified at the same time, thus it usually reduces the adaptation time per test case.

- Test coverage: is generally proportional to the number of test cases executed in late releases.

- Test cases: the test cases are implemented one by one in the case of script-based testing, but more than one test case can be automatically extracted using MBT.

- Future releases: it shows the method of adaptation followed in testing future releases.

- Investment: it is the amount of money that a company needs to spend in order to use one method. The investment in automated methods is high because it requires a learning process and the benefits are not immediate.

The cost-effectiveness of an automated test depends primarily on the number of times the test is to be executed. The more times a test case is executed the more profitable acquire the use of an automated solution. Based upon the results shown in [34], test cases are executed at least 5 times and 25% of test cases are executed more than 20 times. Thus, the effort in manual testing rapidly becomes significantly higher than the effort required for automated testing solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual Testing</th>
<th>Script-Based Testing</th>
<th>MBT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Execution time</strong></td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Implementation time</strong></td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adaptation time</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Long</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test coverage</strong></td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test cases</strong></td>
<td>Progressively</td>
<td>Progressively</td>
<td>Partial test cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Future releases</strong></td>
<td>Repeated</td>
<td>Re-usage</td>
<td>Re-usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investment</strong></td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Comparison between Manual Testing, Script-Based Testing, MBT
2.4. Test Domain

As stated before, the nature of testing depends on the SUT. In this thesis, we focus on the test of CLI to a telecommunications system. A CLI enables humans to communicate to software through commands which invoke a specific task. These commands are text-based and they are input directly to a command shell or via a computer emulator, e.g. PuTTY\(^1\).

CLIs are typically used when there is a low-level of interaction between a human and a computer. The commands invoke specific tasks, e.g. reset the processor, load a new program, save the contents of memory, initiate a connection to a remote device, etc. These types of commands are widely used in many operating systems and software. Perhaps the best-known CLI commands are those used in UNIX and MS-DOS.

These commands are used when an Operating System (OS) or a new software product is developed. In the testing framework, these commands are executed against the SUT in order to compare the output of the machine with the expected output for a particular input.

2.4.1. Nature of CLI commands

When an automated method is implemented, such as script-based testing or MBT, the CLI is defined as \(<\text{command input, system output}>\) pairs. The command input is composed of a command name and this command’s parameters. While the system output is the expected system response.

Test-cases are sequences of CLI input-output pairs. These CLI input-output pairs are divided into two groups:

- Command Operation Description (COD): these commands are simple operations, e.g. connect, release, switch processor, reset processor, etc.

- Operational Instruction (OPI): these commands contain sequences of CODs, and they support operations such as switching network terminals, initiating/ending user session, initiating system recovery, transferring data from one device to another, etc.

Note that not all the sequences of CODs are defined as OPIs, there are some CODs that need to be executed after another COD - but they do not compose an OPI. OPIs are usually sequences composed by a considerable number of CODs.

Figure 2.4 represents an example of a test-case showing the communication between the tester and the machine. Each of the lines from the tester to the

\(^1\)See http://www.putty.org/
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SUT represent an input and all the lines from the SUT to the tester represents the system’s output. In the beginning, a connection with the server is requested through the ‘ssh’ command. Once the SUT’s output completes the connection some configuration parameters are sent and the OPI’s sequence starts.

![Figure 2.4. Example of a test case: initial load.](image)

During the execution the tester (in the case of manual testing) or the system (in the case of automated testing) enters a given input and checks the output. If the SUT’s output matches the expected output the sequence continues to the next command; but if it does not match, then the command flow stops as the test-case has failed. If the sequence is completed, then the test-case is passed.

2.5. Model-Based Testing

Model Based Testing (MBT) has been explored in the literature for many years [28] [39], but in recent years the interest in this topic has grown rapidly. The goal of MBT is to generate models from which tools can automatically derive test cases, thus avoiding hand-crafting of test cases or test scripts [39].

Due to increased competition in the telecom market, customers demand a
reduction in the time for product development and improved maintenance. This situation has encouraged product test organizations to search for techniques to improve the traditional hand-crafted test cases [39]. This effort focus on minimizing costs which has in turn led to the rise of MBT, due to its multiple advantages and benefits.

The purpose of MBT is to avoid the main obstacles in application deployment. Among these ones, time is a critical issue in each stage of the product development life cycle. Once the product development cycle is well underway, developers find that the time spent in integration and testing is a major obstacle in application deployment (i.e., getting the application running in customer’s networks - so that the company can be paid). One of the main causes is that the same amount of effort spent on development environments is not applied to testing environments [28]. Test environments are often created in-house and are highly-specialized for a certain scenario. In addition, much of the testing requires human intervention and manual hand-crafting of test cases, so new tests are very difficult to produce when platforms and/or software are modified [28].

Another of the goals of MBT is to capture test requirements, while providing the flexibility needed to respond effectively to product changes. Effective test coverage requires not only a well-organized testing method, but also requires testable requirements [47].

2.5.1. Principles of MBT

MBT is a testing technique used for automated generation of test cases using models of the SUT, created to describe the system functionality and processes at an abstract level[50]. Using MBT software developers and testers can more clearly analyze the requirements specifications of the SUT, automate tasks, easily maintain consistency across the product line development, or generate code for direct deployment on the SUT. In MBT these models are used to automatically generate test cases. In addition, the models can be used in different ways:

- Represent the behavior of SUT,
- Represent the different testing strategies, and
- Represent the different testing environments.

As shown in figure 2.5, the first step is to describe the system in terms of a model. This initial model is abstracted to a level independent of implementation details or equipment required. Here the model should describe how the system should work and how it should not respond. The second step is to describe how the functions of the system interact, eliminating some of the abstraction of the model. The main advantage of this hierarchical development approach is that the model is independent of platforms and application issues, so it can be rapidly adapted to
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Cost savings and resource optimization have been two of the most significant weaknesses in traditional testing [36]. When bugs are detected, the cost of rework and additional regression testing in the traditional manual testing approach is costly and the date of the product release can be negatively affected. In this context, MBT is presented as an efficient solution to this problem in terms of cost, reliability, and software quality. The results of using MBT techniques provide a significant saving of time, lower costs, and higher quality [50].

2.5.2. Modeling in context of MBT

An MBT model describes parts of system’s behavior without describing the system’s implementation. MBT focus on black-box test modeling, i.e. on the functionality of the SUT (a representation of the structural implementation of the system leads to white-box test modeling) [33]. In this black-box testing specific knowledge of the internal structure or code of the SUT is not required. For the purpose of this thesis, we mainly focus on two modeling techniques: Finite-state machines and Unified Modeling Language.
Finite-States Machines

Finite-state machines (FSM) represent the system’s responses to incoming (both internal and external) events [71]. A FSM is a state machine that can be in one of a finite number of states. This machine can only be in one state at a time, and to change from one state to another state it is necessary that a defined trigger event or condition occurs.

One of the main benefits of using FSMs is the ease of dealing with stimulus from the system’s environment when describing the behavior of systems, including real-time systems. This behavior is analyzed and described in terms of one or more events which could occur in one or more states. Each model usually represents an object of a single class, and the trace of the states through the system represents all of the possible execution paths [44].

This type of diagram can be combined with UML notation. The advantage of using this notation is that it is a general-purpose notation and is able to describe any kind of state-machine model (see figure 2.6).

On the other hand, one of the main disadvantages of models based on state machines is that the number of states can grow rapidly, so for large systems a good structuring is needed [29]. One way to solve this problem is to establish some 'super states' which encapsulates other states. These super states correspond to a functional decomposition of the system.

Unified Modeling Language

Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standardized language used to analyze and design object-oriented software systems [61]. UML is a notational
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language that is able to capture numerous aspects of the software development lifecycle including design, implementation, and even testing issues. In short, it is a language used to define models.

Applying UML to both software testing and development enables the testing and design phases to use a consistent specification based approach to generate functional and reliable components with better effectiveness and efficiency [80]. UML’s graphical notation allows a wide range of modeling approaches, not only for software systems, but also for workflows, organizational charts, or hardware design.

A UML model is composed of 3 parts:

- **Elements**: Abstractions of objects, actions, etc.
- **Relations**: How elements are related to each other.
- **Diagrams**: A set of elements with its relations.

In order to be able to represent any kind of system, UML has a wide range of types of diagrams to visualize the system from different perspectives. These different types of diagrams include the following:

- Use-Cases Diagram
- Classes Diagram
- Object-based Diagram
- Sequence Diagram
- Collaboration Diagram
- State Diagram
- Activities Diagram
- Component-based diagram
- Deployment Diagram

For the purposes of this thesis the most interesting diagram is the finite-state machine’s diagram (see section 2.2.2). Sometimes, state machines can be confused with flowcharts. Figure 2.7 illustrates the differences. The main difference is that a state diagram performs actions in response to explicit events, whereas in the case of flowcharts, events could or could not be explicit [67].

2.5.3. Automation of MBT

The MBT automation method is sometimes referred to in the literature as Test Automation Framework (TAF) [36]. The TAF approach describes how the modelers
develop the logic according to requirements for data and control processing of the SUT using models. This process involves 3 different roles:

- Requirements engineer
- Designer/Developer
- Tester (modeler)

Requirements can include system specification, user documentation, interface control documents, API documents, previous designs, and old test scripts. A requirements engineer usually documents the product’s specifications in textual documents. A designer/developer develops a software architecture, design components and the rest of the elements involved in the system. The tester uses any available information to clarify the specification of the model and to properly describe the behavior of the system. All these models are translated by some software component to produce an expected range of test cases. The test generator adapter then creates test scripts, which are executed against the implemented system. Finally a comparison is made between the expected output and the actual output, if they match then the test case has passed, otherwise it has not passed [36]. Figure 2.8 illustrates this process.

2.5.4. Tools and Automation

According to Shafique et al., there are multiple state-based MBT tools available both in research and commercial domains [70]. The criteria for the selection of the tools which are in the scope of this thesis are:

1. **Model-flow criteria**: This criteria refer to states, transitions, transition-pairs, sneak paths (undesired paths), paths, parallel transitions (concurrent paths), and scenario criteria, which MBT tools can support in order to build test cases.
2. Related activities criteria: Existing MBT tools can support a number of activities that facilitate the integration of MBT activities in the process of software development [70]. The related activities include model creation, sub-modeling (i.e. decomposing the model into parts to reduce complexity), model verification (i.e. check properties of the model before test cases are generated), and requirements traceability, i.e., link requirements to parts of the test model (e.g., a transition, a path) in order to see which test cases exercise with requirements [65].

3. Test scaffolding criteria: This criteria refers to code developed to facilitate testing, including test drivers (i.e., software to run tests), test stubs (e.g., software to simulate execution environment), and test oracles (i.e., software that provides pass/fail verdicts) [70].

According to the above criteria, we will consider the following tools: GOTCHA-TCBeans, MBT*, MOTES, Test Optimal, AGEDIS, ParTeG, Conformiq Qtronic, Test Designer®, and Spec Explorer. Each of them will be described below and a summary comparison will be given in section 2.5.4.10.
CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

GOTCHA-TCBeans

In *GOTCHA-TCBeans* [9], GOTCHA generates test cases from a finite-state machine (FSM) model while TCBeans provides Java classes to derive and execute test cases on the SUT. The FSM test model is written in GOTCHA Definition Language (GDL), which is an extension of Murphi Definition Language (MDL) [15]. The user can specify test scenarios. GOTCHA generates test cases in XML format for online and offline testing. Test adapters are written using TCBeans classes and a translation table in XML to map calls to methods of the SUT. Test execution traces can be viewed in a TCBeans browser.

MBT

*MBT* is an open-source tool and does not have a GUI, only command prompt. "MBT" imports an FSM model, possibly composed of sub-models in GraphML format [12], created by a third-party tool, such as yED [27]. MBT provides requirements traceability and different algorithms to generate test cases. It generates skeleton code for test adapters using a default or user provided code template. The user can specify the adapter’s behavior, including the oracle. MBT supports both online and offline testing. It also allows the user to generate test sequences to cover specific states, transitions, and requirements. However, *MBT* does not support test case execution.

MOTES

*MOTES* is an Eclipse plug-in which uses FSMs to generate test cases [14]. It uses third party tools such as Poseidon [18] or Artisan Studio [2] for model creation. It imports the test model in XMI format. MOTES requires three input files to generate test cases in Testing and Test Control Notation Version 3 (TTCN-3) the test model in XMI format: test data description in TTCN-3, configuration data for FSM states, and input/output ports to describe the types of data and the calls that can be sent to the SUT. The generated TTCN-3 test cases can then be executed by a third party (TTCN-3 compliant) tool.

TestOptimal

*TestOptimal* is a web-based client server tool that tests desktop and enterprise applications [21]. It uses FSM models, created interactively while analyzing the web site being tested. Models can also be imported in GraphML [7], XMI [16], and GraphXML format [48]. TestOptimal provides model validation, simulation, and debugging support. It provides multiple algorithms to generate test cases and supports both online and offline testing. It can be used for stress, load, and
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regression testing. TestOptimal automatically generates test adapter class skeletons to which a tester can add functional logic to run the generated test cases.

AGEDIS

AGEDIS is a test suite for model based testing of component based distributed systems [46]. It includes a modeling tool (Objecteeing UML Modeler [23]), a test suite editor (Spy Editor [26]) and browser, a test case simulation and debugging tool, a test coverage analysis tool, a defect analysis tool, and a test execution report generator, which are all integrated behind a single GUI. AGEDIS also provides a test model compiler, a test generator engine, and a test execution engine (called Spider). The test models consists of classes, state machines and UML object diagrams. Classes’ behavior are described with state machines. Object diagrams describe states of objects and hence the expected state of the SUT. Methods are specified in a intermediate format action language. A mapping between model operations and the SUT interface is provided in an XML file. Test cases are written in an XML file. The AGEDIS coverage analyzer provides information about possible input values which are not covered and methods which are not invoked by the generated test suite. The defect analyzer provides information about failed test cases and groups them with respect to similar failure reasons.

ParTeG

ParTeG (Partition Test Generator) [17] is an open source Eclipse plug-in that generates test cases from a test model, created using the TopCased Eclipse plug-in [22]. The model is composed of a UML 2.0 class diagram and associated state machine diagrams. ParTeG creates a transition tree from the test model (traversing the graph representing the state machine), each path in the tree being a test case. The expressions involved in a path are converted to conditions on input values. These conditions are used to define partitions for input values. The values near the boundaries of these partitions are selected as input values for concrete test cases. ParTeG generates test cases in Java which are executed on the SUT using JUnit. Test cases can be debugged using the Eclipse integrated debugger.

Conformiq

Conformiq [52] has three main parts: the Conformiq Computation Server generates test cases, executes them on model, and analyses results; the Conformiq Modeler is used to create the test model as UML state machines complemented with an action language, Qtronic Modeling Language (QML), similar to Java. Conformiq Client (Eclipse plug-in or standalone desktop application) provides support to create test models using Conformiq Modeler, select test coverage criteria, and
analyze model and test suite execution results. The model can also be created with Enterprise Architect [72]. The model is a combination of a state machine and QML. Conformiq also provides support for requirement traceability. Test inputs and expected output (oracle) are generated from the test model: Abstract test cases can be generated using different algorithms and in multiple languages (such as Java, C, C++, Perl, Python, XML, TTCN-3, etc.). The Conformiq Client environment provides online testing by directly connecting to the SUT using a dynamic link library (DLL) plug-in interface.

Test Designer

*Test Designer* [19] is part of Smartesting Center Solution suite. Smartesting uses third party tools for a number of features: IBM Rational DOORS [9] for requirements definition and traceability, HP Quality Center [8] to create test adapters, and IBM Rational Software Modeler (RSM) for model creation [9]. The Smartesting Model Checker and Simulator [19] are integrated with RSM.

Spec Explorer

In *Spec Explorer* [20], the test model is an Abstract State Machine (ASM. An ASM is a generalization of FSM, written in C# like pseudo-code, to operate over arbitrary data structures. Transitions between states are specified with actions (functions of the SUT), and rules, which specify the transitions allowed. The abstract model defined by the user is transformed into an internal model where abstract states become concrete states and actions are given actual input values which can be specified by the user. Test cases (with oracle checks) can be executed directly on an SUT implemented in .NET.

OSMO

Open-Source Modelling Objects (OSMO) consists of a number of tools and libraries to help in modeling software behaviour and to help in applying these models. The given models are represented in terms of a finite state machine (FSM). The main tool in this set is currently OSMO Tester, which is a simple model-based testing tool [1]. Both online and offline testing is allowed.

Comparative table

Table 2.2 summaries the tools described in the paragraphs above. As we can see the tools have a variety of target platforms, but all using either a FSM or UML model.
### 2.6. Extensible Markup Language

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) has established itself as the standard format for describing and exchanging data and documents between different applications [35]. Due to its intuitiveness and its hierarchical structure, XML is used in several existing test tools which offer different degrees of automation. The advantage of XML in the context of MBT is its capacity to describe input data in an...
open and standard form through a structure known as an XML schema [35]. From a tester’s point of view, the XML schema establishes the basic rules and constraints on parameters and information that different classes of systems and applications can exchange, thus it provides an accurate and formalized representation of the input domain in a format suitable for automated processing, i.e. with XML we are able to describe the SUT in a machine-readable format. Describing the information exchanges between the tester and the expected behavior of the SUT in a clear way is a step forward in automating the testing process.

2.6.1. Benefits of XML

The benefits of using XML are:

1. It is possible to extend XML with new tags which can be created as they are needed, providing a high degree of flexibility.
2. Information encoded in XML is easy to read and understand.
3. XML provides machine-readable context information.
4. XML is a standard that has been endorsed by the leading software vendors.

2.6.2. Estructure of an XML Document

The purpose of XML is to encode well-formed and structured information. This encoding allows software designers to move XML documents between different platforms and applications. An example of an XML document is shown in Figure 2.9. The structure of these documents must follow a series of rules [45]. Some of the key aspects of these rules are [6]:

- There is a root element which contains all other elements.
- Only UNICODE characters are permitted.
- Some special characters, e.g. '&', only appear with a markup delineation role.
- Element tags are case-sensitive.

2.6.3. XML schema

An XML schema is a specification of a type of XML document. It is usually expressed in terms of constraints on the structure and content of documents of a certain type. The schema consists of a combination of grammatical rules for the order of elements, Boolean predicates that the content of the document must satisfy, or other specialized rules governing the elements and their attributes [45].
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A specification of a XML schema consists of a set of markup declarations which are associated with a XML file. A declaration at the beginning of the XML document declares that the file is an instance of the type defined by the indicated specification [6]. The most important specifications of different XML schema are: Document Type Definition (DTD), XML Schema, and Standard Generalize Markup Language (SGML).

From a tester’s point of view, the XML schema establishes the basic rules and constraints on parameters and information that different classes of systems and applications can exchange, thus it provides an accurate and formalized representation of the input domain in a format suitable for automated processing. This formalization is clearly a step forward in test automation.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<model>
  <command>
    <name>Sample</name>
    <parameter>
      <name>a</name>
      <value>1</value>
    </parameter>
  </command>
</model>
```

Figure 2.9. Example of an XML document
Chapter 3

Related Work

Extensive work has been carried out in the area of automated testing and MBT. The benefits of automated testing are shown in [40]. In this paper Dustin et al. introduce the concept of 'automated test life cycle methodology', i.e. the use of automated tools to support the test process. Their paper shows the benefits of automated processes compared to traditional manual testing processes and presents several different tools for test automation.

Prestschner [66] has demonstrated the advantages of MBT by comparing automatically generated test suites with manually designed ones. His results show that automatically derived model-based test cases detect significantly more specification errors than hand-crafted test suites.

Aydal et al. present an approach for the automation of MBT using model transformations in [32]. In this paper they present a multi-platform MBT technique where the operations to be tested are modeled in the Alloy language [54], while the implementation of the complete system to be tested is specified in Z formal language. Instead of taking the model of the system or the code of the system as an artifact to be transformed, the test cases are transformed from one format to another. The test cases generated in Alloy are stored in XML format, and transformed into command files, executable in the Z model of the system. This work focused on the test adaptor (the tool that manages the model transformation) and not on the full automation of the process as models have to be manually created in order to generate the expected test cases.

A number of researchers have proposed tools with varying degree of automation. In [30] Aho et al. present a tool for automated test modeling of Java applications. A GUI driver is combined with an open-source MBT tool to form a tool chain to support automated testing. The GUI driver generates models which are used to generate test sequences with the MBT tool. The test sequences are then executed with the GUI driver to generate a test report. The difference with AMG is that
while AMG focuses on CLI testing, the field of application of this tool is restricted to GUI applications.

Iyenghar et al. [53] propose an approach to demonstrate the adoption and applicability of UML for deploying MBT in real-time embedded systems. In this case MBT is performed by using UML Testing Profile (UTP), an extension of UML for testing purposes. In this approach, models are not automatically generated, but manually created.

An integrated tool chain which enables a model-based development of testing scenarios is discussed in [74]. This tool chain is based on a canonical metamodel for testing concerns and a service-oriented model storage and exchange infrastructure, that allows a certain degree of adaptation to new testing requirements. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is more focused on the automation of test cases generation rather than the automation of model generation, as the models are still manually created.

Most of the approaches reviewed above are targeted at generic test domains. However, AMG is targeted towards a specific test domain (CLI testing). Thanks to this narrow testing area it is possible to create a tool containing an intuitive GUI (see also figure 3.1) and capable of automating the model implementation. In this sense, the tool fills a gap in the test solution market, by being one of the first to offer a level of abstraction in model design, on top of another abstract model. The tool will also provide a mechanism to extract requirements from specification documents, thus reducing the human interaction necessary in the process. In addition, in an intermediate step system or process requirements are transformed into XML files (see section 4.6), allowing the input of the generated models into different MBT tools and platforms.

![Figure 3.1. AMG position](image)

Figure 3.1. AMG position
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Automated Model Generator

In this chapter, the adopted solution is explained in detail and the... In section 4.1 the problems to solve are addressed and the adopted solution is explained in detail. Section 4.2 gives an overview of the whole process using the AMG tool, followed by a short explanation of each the module of the tool. Moreover, the different modules are explained in detail afterwards. These are (i) Document parser (section 4.3), (ii) AMG GUI (section 4.4), (iii) the XML transcoder (section 4.6), (iv) the XML translator (section 4.7), and (v) the pretty printer (section 4.8). There is also a little section (4.5) where it is explained how the program stores the information internally in order to understand how it is possible to convert all the introduced information into the models.

4.1. General overview

As stated before, this tool is implemented in order to facilitate the design and implementation of models in MBT. The target is to reach a point of abstraction where the user does not have to worry about modifying the implemented code and every single detail can be edited from the interface.

Following this idea, an easy-use graphical interface has been deployed where all the characteristic features can be edited and MBT implementation can be used without any knowledge on model programming.

In order to provide the reader with an accurate idea about this new approach to MBT we are introducing in this thesis, traditional MBT and MBT together with AMG tool frameworks are explained.
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4.1.1. Traditional MBT

In Figure 2.3 the traditional procedure followed in MBT is shown and in section 2.5, MBT is presented in detail. The advantages and disadvantages are explained in comparison to other methods. However, has not been discussed the weak points of MBT.

Traditional MBT has still much human interaction and only the two last steps are completely automated, test cases extraction and automated execution. Despite the last two automated process can save a considerably amount of time, the whole process is still slow compared to the expected results that would be obtained with full-automation. There are two main reasons:

- Specifications are not always clear enough.
- The MBT learning curve can be steep - specially for people who do not have previous programming language.

The first one usually causes confusion to the tester. If test specifications are unclear, modeling the expected behavior is not a trivial task and it can take more time than desired. Bad understanding of the system functionality can cause a bad test design and hence, incomplete or longer testing processes.

On the other hand, a new MBT user needs to learn a model programming language and model design conception in order to implement testing models. Therefore a good knowledge in a specific model programming language and a good understanding of model design are needed because the experience has shown that the learning process can be longer if the user does not have any previous experience in programming. Furthermore, as explained before testers usually were assigned to specific task in order to develop specific test cases but designing a model implies to have a global overview of the SUT. This mind change is needed to correctly design a useful testing model.

In practice, these two reasons cause some reluctance in new users and it is why MBT is still not established completely. The investment that a company has to do in order to change former ways of testing (see Section 2.3) is still high and the results of improvement in MBT cannot be seen after some time using it. Hence, companies usually continue with former and inefficient ways of testing or introduce MBT very slowly. The latter option results on an even larger learning process and hence, a delay on getting results from this testing method.

4.1.2. MBT with AMG tool

A new way of performing is presented in order to avoid the difficulties that a MBT user has to face. On the one hand, the process of learning a model language is totally removed thanks to the high degree of abstraction achieved in AMG tool. On
the other hand, AMG tool generates documentation from the implemented “pre-model” which results on common formatted documentation.

Abstracting the user from model programming languages

Automation usually implies developing higher levels of abstraction in order to represent all the information in the best way possible. Through a GUI, the user only interacts with the requirements and he does not need to worry about the code implementation in a specific language to represent them in a specific tool.

As the sequences of commands follow some similar patterns (see section 2.4), it is possible to increment the degree of abstraction here. Thus, an initial representation has been implemented. It is called “pre-model” and it contains all the CLI commands sequence and their parameters together with the conditions necessary to design a correct sequence of commands.

By adding one more level of abstraction, we create a less complex test design environment for users, who simply design their model using an easy GUI, instead of learning a model programming language. Figure 4.1 represents the four levels of test abstraction in the context of our thesis. As we can see, the highest level is always limited by the levels below, i.e., the modeling language used in the model level (QML in the case of this master thesis project) limits the capacity of the pre-model.

An evolution from manual testing to the usage of AMG tool is given in Figure 4.2. The reader can see how the automation of the process has evolved through abstraction because the user is able to change specific details from the highest levels. Even though everything can be modified from the pre-model, the user is able to see and change any detail at any level.
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Figure 4.2. Context of AMG tool

Documentation generation

The diversity of formats in requirements documents is a problem when parsing the information to fully automate the testing process. The AMG tool addresses this issue with two different software modules:

- Document Parser
- Document pretty printer

The document parser is responsible for analyzing Ericsson’s requirements documents and extracting the information required for the CLI commands to be modeled. However, the solution to this issue is complex due to the lack of uniformity in the specifications format. Therefore, our aim is to implement a JAVA module which automatically generates documentation from models in a unique format in order to improve the process of parsing. This feedback loop improves the automation of the process of modeling of our tool.

4.1.3. Comparison of Models and Pre-Models

After a careful study on the different approaches of MBT tools, we realized that the used MBT tools are so general and they do not facilitate any help to design or implement the models. The user must know the specific model programming
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language required for each tool (usually different tools with slightly different approaches have different programming languages).

Our target is to abstract the user from using model programming language so they do not have to follow any learning process to start using our tool and subsequently MBT processes. The implemented solution is the pre-model which is slightly explained in the previous section.

We know the testers have to implement models composed by <command input, system output> pairs and conditions to join them. Therefore, we are able to create a higher level of abstraction with the common features with the pre-models (see Section 4.1) and translate them into the model described in the desired model programming language with a translator, see Section 4.7.

Models

Models usually represents state charts (see Section 2.5.2 for further details). Therefore, there are two kinds of elements:

- 'Boxes’ which represent states
- 'Transitions’ which contain the pre-conditions, action and checking of results.

Pre-Models

Pre-models use a different approach. It is important to stress that is not a state charts because the user is not able to represent states on it. The user is able to define two different elements:

- 'Boxes’ which represent <command input, system output> pairs.
- 'Transitions’ which contains the necessary conditions in order to continue the sequence of <command input, system output> pairs.

Example of a Pre-Model and a Model

In this subsection, a simple example is given in order to show the differences in both approaches. Figure 4.3 shows the designed pre-model and the generated model\(^1\).

On the left, the pre-model is illustrated. There is a sequence of two <command input, system output> pairs joined by a transition with a condition. The name

\(^1\)The reader is not asked to understand everything represented in the figure yet. All the details of this transformation are explained in the following sections.
in the box is the same name as the implemented command. The condition can be different verifications from a parameter to the command’s output.

On the right, the same information is illustrated but as a state chart. Focusing on the last two states (the first one is the defined pre-conditions in the first command of the pre-model), the reader can see the two commands of the sequence in two transitions. Moreover, this model has an additional file where the value of the parameters are defined.

Note that this is a simple example and all the parts and the translation from the pre-model to the model are explained in the following sections. The purpose of the former chart is just to give a general idea of the different approaches followed to see their differences graphically and in non-case it is not intended to explain them in detail.
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4.2. Modularization of the application

The development of the AMG tool is divided into different software modules in order to provide a certain degree of modularity while using an Object-oriented architecture. Figure 4.4 illustrates the different modules, which are the following:

- Document parser: This module is responsible of parsing the requirements documents and extract the required information about the CLI commands to parser, i.e. parameters, range of values, system responses, etc.

- GUI: The AMG GUI is the module where the user can introduce input data to create a pre-model of the process in question. The GUI gives allows the user to introduce the information about each state manually, i.e. without using the document parser.

- XML Transcoder: The XML transcoder creates an XML file to storage the information introduced in the GUI while creating a file that can be used by multiple MBT tools, aside from the used in this thesis (see section 4.7).

- Model Translator: This software module extract the information in the XML files and creating the MBT tool models which will be responsible of deriving the test cases.

- Document pretty printer: This module generates documentation using a certain format which in turn facilitate the document parser’s activity.

If the reader wants to go for further details about how this is implemented, Appendix A.1.

4.3. Document Parser

The parser is software which attempts to parse any text specification documents to extract information about the test model. The goal of the document parser is to extract knowledge from product requirements documents, i.e. a specific notation of parameters and system responses for given CLI commands.

The product requirements document is a data set in a human-understandable structure, written by the company in order to specify a set requirements for the features for an existing product or process [58]. In the case of this thesis, Ericsson’s requirements documentation is expressed in natural language. In addition, there is not an uniform format for every document, but there is a wide set of different formats in which the documents can be expressed. This represents an additional difficulty to the engineer’s task of turning the information expressed in natural language into information expressed in a formal language with a machine-understandable structure.
In the following subsections we will describe the different solutions considered for our tool, and finally, the adopted solution to the problem.

### 4.3.1. Natural Language Processing

Natural Language Processing is a subfield of AI concerned with interactions between computers and natural languages, in terms of exchange of information. This trend leads to the developing of techniques for natural language understanding, which are used to transform human-understandable information into machine-understandable information.
Modern NLP algorithms are based on machine learning and specially, statistical machine learning [79]. This method consists of analyzing a large set of documents and creating a learning model from it, with automatically created rules for determining the part of speech where a certain word belongs, and typically based on the nature of the word in question, the nature of surrounding words, and the most likely part of speech for those surrounding words [79].

On the other hand, other NLP algorithms are based on created rules. The procedure used during machine learning focus on the most common cases, but in the case of manually created rules the effectiveness of the algorithm depends on engineer’s expertise. In addition, models generated by statistical algorithms are resilient against incorrect inputs, whereas models of manually-created rules can omit this kind of errors, leading to false results [38]. In such cases, in automatic learning models the rules can be more accurate by training the algorithm (i.e., by providing more input data). However, the accuracy of hand-written rules can only be increased creating more and potentially more complex rules, which is a difficult task.

4.3.2. Controlled Natural Language

Natural language is easy to use but imprecise and ambiguous and hence cannot be used as a basis for automatic test case generation without using complex techniques of machine learning to obtain the information required (see section 4.2.1) [69]. However, these methods are hard to use for non-trained personnel.

A solution to this problem is the use of controlled natural languages (CNL) for the formulation of requirements. A CNL is a subset of a natural language where vocabulary and grammar have been restricted in order to reduce the ambiguity and complexity of the text. A CNL is usually restricted to a certain domain. Therefore, before defining a CNL, the domain has to be analyzed carefully in order to specify the set of words allowed in the vocabulary together with the grammar which defines how the vocabulary must combine in order to describe the system [69].

Requirements documents written in a CNL facilitate the pattern recognition and thus, the extraction and analysis of the information required.

4.3.3. Pattern Recognition Algorithms

The pattern recognition algorithms consist of analyzing the product requirements document and establishing patterns in order to acquire the required information for the system. This solution is much less efficient than NLP or CNL because this 'wide spectrum' languages more easily capture the specifications at varying levels of abstraction. By contrast, and despite of the efficiency, pattern recognition methods are more easy to implement, because it does not require a
previous training as NLP or CNL techniques nor implementing complex statistical
machine learning methodologies. On the other hand, the larger the difference is
between the formats used in requirements documents, the larger the number of
patterns to be implemented.

4.3.4. Adopted Solution

In the case of this thesis, our tool must work with existing documents expressed
in natural language. Therefore, a CNL cannot be used over documents already
written in natural language, despite of being the most efficient solution due to its
capacity of capturing requirements at varying levels of abstraction. In addition,
another important factor in the implementation of the tool is the available time.
Given the time restrictions for the implementation of this tool and specifically, for
the implementation of the document parser, the adopted solution was a pattern
recognition algorithm. Although the efficiency of NLP techniques is bigger, the
short period of implementation of these techniques is the key in this module.

Requirements Formats

Ericsson’s product requirements documents specify the information about the
CLI commands in the following formats:

```
/                   \
| START              |
|                   |
PRTVX:+RANK=RELOAD[,FILE=file]+;
|                   |
| RANK=rank         |
\                   /
```

**Figure 4.5.** In this format, the extracted information must provide the fol-
lowing formats: PRTVX:START (format 1) PRTVX:RANK=RELOAD (format 2)
PRTVX:RANK=RELOAD, FILE=file (format 3) PRTVX:RANK=rank (format 4)

```
PRTVX:REG=reg,FILE=file;
```

**Figure 4.6.** In this format, the extracted information must provide the following
format: PRTVX:REG=reg, FILE=file(format 1)

The pattern recognition algorithm implemented identifies the different sym-
bols seen in figures 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7, extracting the parameters together with
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In sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, we explained the reasons to develop a higher degree of abstraction for MBT and detailed the degrees of abstraction present in MBT (see Figure 4.1).

In this section, a detailed description of the GUI implementing this higher abstraction concept is presented so that the reader is able to understand its purpose and function. We will start with an explanation of the GUI followed by the pre-model creation.

The user must define in our tool the sequence as the one defined in the specifications. Using AMG tool the design becomes more intuitive, as the tool introduces a process of specifying subsequent pairs of <input command, system output>. Subsequently, the tool automatically creates a XML model out of this command sequence.

The process from reading the specifications to getting the results is explained in detail in the following subsections.

4.4.1. GUI Description

Figure 4.9 illustrates the different sections of the main window of the application. This screen is displayed when the user executes the program and its from here where he is able to manage all its features.

The following sections describe the user interface of the main application window in more detail.

\[ \text{Figure 4.7. In this format, the extracted information must provide the following formats: PRTVX-a; PRTVX-a-c; PRTVX-c; PRTVX-a-c-s-Q; PRTVX-c-s-Q; PRTVX-s-Q; (…) } \]
Figure 4.8. AMG GUI sections

Figure 4.9. The main application’s window of AMG. The toolbar section consists of a series of buttons to create, open and save a model (Buttons Menu 1), a series of buttons to design the model (Buttons Menu 2) as well as a zoom feature to zoom in and out (Zoom). The name of the project is displayed on the application titlebar (Project’s Name). The model is designed in the white area called AMG Canvas. This area provides a grid to help a user better place the model components. Users can use the ‘Create Model’ button in the lower part of the application to create a new model compatible with a third-party MBT tool.

Buttons Menu 1

There are three buttons implemented here, they are respectively from left to right:
- “New pre-model” which removes everything and creates a new pre-model.
- “Load XML file” which removes everything and load a pre-model already implemented in XML format.
- “Save XML file” which saves the implemented pre-model on a XML file.

To check more details about load/saving models in XML format see Section 4.6.
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Buttons Menu 2

In this container, there are three buttons implemented too, they are respectively from left to right:

- “COD” Enables the AMG canvas to add more boxes in the chart.
- “Select” Disables the creation of boxes in the AMG canvas.
- “Expand” Open the COD screen (see Section 4.4.3) in order to define the required data on each command.

Project’s Name

The name of the current project appears together with the name of the tool.

Zoom

On this box the actual zoom is displayed. Here the user can specify the desired zoom opening the box and choosing one of the options or he can change it pushing CTRL + mouse wheel. In both cases, the value of the current zoom is displayed on the box.

Create Model

Pushing this button the translator (see Section 4.7) starts functioning and the tool translate from the XML format to the model programming language used in the MBT tool.

4.4.2. AMG Canvas

This is the front-end in the AMG tool and its main screen. As stated before in section 4.1.3, the possible elements on this canvas are command blocks (visualized as boxes) each of them containing a command operation description (COD), transitions. Transitions can have conditions to be fulfilled before going from one COD to the next. Mixing both, the user is able to model any sequence of commands.

Each command block contains an instance of the COD.class (see Section 4.4.3) with each command’s information defined by the user. The user only sees the name of the command in the front of the box in order to maintain the model simple and not overload it with a lot information. However, the user is able to check the information through a tooltip which will appear if the user allocates the mouse on
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Moreover, command blocks are joined by transitions which are instances of the `conditions.class` (this class is presented in section 4.4.4). These transitions information but a short description of the condition is hidden as well in order to keep the simplicity.

Figure 4.10. AMG canvas with an example of a pre-model

Figure 4.10 illustrates an example model drawn on the canvas. The model has two different paths containing different commands and therefore different sequences. AMG tool give support to this kind of sequence allowing the user to have a more compact model. Note that the design of pre-models are intended to have one origin but can have multiple endings.

**Toolips**

As the information displayed on the boxes and the transitions is insufficient to see all the contained information, tool-tips have been implemented to see the contained information from the canvas. When the user places the mouse pointer on
any box or transition a tooltip appears with the information contained inside the box (see Figure 4.11) or the transition (see Figure 4.12)

![Figure 4.11. Example of a box tool-tip: In the command PTCWS, there are three parameters with the possible values defined](image)

![Figure 4.12. Example of a tool-tip in a transition](image)

4.4.3. COD

As the canvas needs to be as simple as possible, the value of each command is stored individually in each box. When the user wants to edit this information, he only needs to select the desired box and push the button “Expand” (see section 4.4.2), and a new screen will appear with the data of the COD.

When the user opens this screen, the command name text-field must be written to continue and update the information in the AMG canvas. The other parameters are optional and they can be filled-in only if it is required for the command that is being implemented. Figure 4.13 illustrates the former example of the command PTCWS (see figure 4.11) with the information filled in.

The parts of the application are described in more detail below.
Figure 4.13. COD specification window with an implemented example

Command description

In this section, there are three buttons implemented too, they are respectively from left to right:

- Command Interface: This drop-down box allows the user to choose the kind of interface that the command belongs to. There are two implemented interfaces, MML and APG.
- Command name: it is the only mandatory text field and it contains the name of the command to be modeled.
- Number of formats: the number of formats can vary from one command to another hence, the amount of formats must be specified here.
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The implemented command line interfaces are two but the application can be extended to support any other CLI.

Preconditions

Some preconditions are pre-implemented in order to reduce even more the spent time when implementing the pre-model. These pre-conditions are only checked on the first COD of the sequence in the AMG canvas and they are a set of connection options to establish a session towards one of the SUT’s shells.

- MML connection: initiates a Man-Machine Language (MML) session.
- Connect to CPT: it connects to the central processor terminal (CPT).
- Connect to SB: Connects to the standby side of the Central Processor (CP).
- Separate Sides: this command separates the CP sides after connection.
- Return Code: The return code of the command for verification of results. By default it is set to “0” (denoting successful command execution), however it may be another one.

Moreover, in order to avoid mistakes, the check-boxes are enabled or disabled depending on the selection of other preconditions, e.g. “separate sides” needs a CPT connection so it is disabled if CPT is not selected.

Loops

Loops can be defined in order to repeat a particular instruction. This allows us to specify a number of repetitions instead of programming a counter in the model. The user can also define the delay between loops or define an identifier. There are five sections:

- “Repeat Loop” Select this checkbox if the COD needs to be repeated.
- “Loops Nr” Select the number of repetitions.
- “Max loop Time” Specify the max time in seconds to keep repeating from current command.
- “Delay” Specify the number of seconds to wait before subsequent repetitions.
- “ID” Identifier binding one inbound and one outbound message to each other.
Parameters

Each command has its own set of parameters with their respective values. Commands do not have to agree on the number of parameters therefore, our tool allows the user to define any number of commands in a dynamic table.

Looking at the Command Specification window, there are two buttons on the bottom of this section where the user is able to add or delete parameters to the command. “Add” button creates a new row in the table for a new parameter. The “Add” button, a new empty line will appear in the table. Clicking on “Delete” button, the selected rows will be deleted. If no rows are selected, the program will remove the last one.

Moreover, each parameter has four characteristics:

- “Name of the parameter” where the user defines the name of the command.
- “Range of values” where the user defines the possible value of the parameters.
- “Mandatory / optional” is a checkbox, if the checkbox is selected the parameter is optional, otherwise it is mandatory. In case of an optional parameter, the model generated will in turn generate test cases with and without the presence of this parameter.
- “Format” is the format which the parameter belongs to.

We will pay special attention to the declaration of expressing parameter values in the GUI. Looking at the current command specifications from the CODs, we have noticed that there are different sets parameter values in terms of their nature (i.e. integers or strings) as well as their value range. AMG supports both textual parameters (alphanumeric) as well as numbers and mixed-type parameters (i.e. alphanumeric mixed with numbers). In order to be able to express all different types of values for parameters, we created the following notation scheme:

- **Text-type values**
  
  This type of value must be enclosed within quotation marks. If more than one values are possible, they can be separated by commas, e.g. “Text1”, “Text2”, “Text3”. This will create three test cases, the first one with value Text1, the second with value Text2 and the third one with value Text3.

- **Numeric values**
  
  In this case, the user can define parameters in three different ways. To specify a set of single values, the user must type them separated with commas. To specify a range of possible values the user has two options. Firstly, to define a range from which the model will generate test cases for every single value in the range. The colon character separates the lower bound of the range from the higher bound. Secondly, the user can define a range from which a random
value will be chosen and one test case will be generated with this value. This
is expressed using the slash character “/” which separates the lower bound
from the higher bound of the numerical set from which the random value is
chosen. The following cases are examples of aforementioned notations:

- **User Input:** 1, 2, 3
  Description: The tool will create 3 test cases, the first one with value 1,
  the second with value 3 and the third one with value 6.

- **User Input:** 1:5
  Description: the tool will create 5 test cases, the first one with value 1,
  the second with value 2.

- **User Input:** 1/5
  Description: one test case is created with a random value between 1 and
  5.

**Mixed values**

Numerical and text-type values are sometimes mixed and the parameter’s
value range is composed by both types. In this case the user has to define the
range between quotation marks as if it was a text. Moreover, is is possible to
use the different options to handle the numerical values, as was explained in
the former section. Examples of this notation:

- “AD-1”, “AD-4”, “AD-65” Three test cases are created, first one with
  value AD-1, second with value AD-4, and the third one with value AD-65.

- “AD-1:10”, the tool will create 10 test cases, first one with value AD-1,
  second with value AD-2, third with value AD-3, and so on until AD-10.

- “AD-1/5”, One test case is created prefixed by string 'AD-' and suffixed
  by a randomly chosen integer between 1 and 5.

Section 4.5 explains how our solution translates from this parameter value
notation to the model information that will be written in the XML model.

**Dependencies**

In some CODs, certain command parameters have to coexist with other param-
eters, but they cannot be present individually. For example, parameter if parameter
a depends on parameter b, then test cases with both a and b present and with both
a and b not present are valid, but cases with only a or b present are not. These
parameter dependencies can be defined in AMG using the dependencies window.
When users click on the button “dependencies” (see Figure 4.13), the dependencies
frame pops up and the user can define the dependencies.

This frame contains the optional parameters on each format defined in the
command specification window (see figure 4.13). This solution is implemented using java vectors\(^2\) which stores instances of the class JCheckbox. A vector is an open-ended data structure from one side (hence the word vector) - therefore it cannot really get 'full'. Each optional parameters within a command has its panel containing the check-boxes of the other optional parameters in the same format. Using these checkboxes and tabs, the user can define the dependencies of the owner of the panel and the other optional parameters.

Figure 4.7 shows an example of dependencies between parameters. This format of the PRTVX command has some dependent parameters (defined between square brackets), e.g. the first two dependent parameters are \(-s\) and \(-Q\). The dependency declaration is illustrated in figure 4.14.

![Dependencies Table](image)

**Figure 4.14.** Dependencies table containing the names of the optional variables.

What is shown in Figure 4.14 is one of the most basic cases, although we could find dependencies more complex like in the following examples:

\[
<\text{command}> \ \text{param1} /\text{param2} /\text{param3} \ \text{param4}/ /
\]

In this expression, we have the following dependencies:

- Param4 depends on param3 and param2.
- Param3 depends on param4 and param2.
- Param2 depends on param1.

Further explanation on why the user must define these parameters’ dependencies like this is presented in section 4.5.

**Outputs**

The Outputs window is accessible from the command specification window (see figure 4.15). Using this window, users can specify the criteria which determine

\(^2\)See [http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/util/Vector.html](http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.4.2/docs/api/java/util/Vector.html)
whether a test case passes or fails (also known as test oracles). Since our solution focuses on CLIs, these test oracles are regular expressions of expected system outputs (i.e. response to a command), which have to match the received outputs in order to pass the test case. The user is able to define one expected output per command format. Figure 4.15 shows the frame where the user defines these expected outputs. The design is made simple in order to maintain this idea of simplicity in the whole GUI. The number of boxes depends on the number of formats which were defined by the user the “command description” section. The GUI displays as many text boxes as number of command formats.

![Output Description](image)

**Figure 4.15.** Output screen in a command composed of two formats.

We defined a vector where we add or delete text fields, the number of text fields is the same as the number of formats defined in the main screen (see figure 4.13). Therefore, if the user changes the number of formats in the main screen, it is detected and a new frame containing the same number of text fields as number of formats is shown.

**Menu Bar**

Figure 4.16 illustrates the menu bar in the command specification window (also see figure 4.13). It is composed of “Menu” and “Help”. From the 'Menu' option, the user is able to start designing a new model, and load and save models from/to XML files and exit the application. The help menu contains a link to the user guide (which is also included in this thesis - see Appendix C).

Note that these XML documents only contain the information of a simple command and hence, it is not the XML model that was described in section 4.4.1 because it does not contain the sequence information and other commands information. The storage and retrieval functionality of individual commands was implemented in order to reuse commands created in previous models, or store commands for future
use. This helps shorten the time required to design models in AMG, especially if a sufficient set of CODs were defined and stored in the past.

The reason why we decided to put a menu instead of allocating these options on the main application window is that there was already enough information in the frame so we decided to hide some options. These options are “new model”, “load model”, “save model”, the user guide or the current version of the program.

The functionality of these buttons are presented below:

- “New model” which deletes all the information defined in the GUI.
- “Load model” which loads a XML model.
- “Save model” which saves a XML model.
- “User guide” which links the user to the user guide (it is uploaded in an Ericsson’s internal website)
- “Version” which shows a panel with the information of the version, authors and place.

4.4.4. Transitions

The transitions are needed in the representation of a sequence in order to define a condition between two commands or when multi-paths are represented in a model. The transitions are defined as instances of the class “conditions” and these instances have two fields. On the top of the screen, a short description field appears in order to write a short description of the condition (this field can be in blank). Below this, a text-field is used to define the condition. These conditions are boolean expressions where the value of a variable is checked.

Moreover, there are two attributes that will be specified when this instance is created, the target and the source which refer to the boxes that are linking. If the user decides to write something here, this text will appear in the transition. This objects are represented as frames and their design is shown in Figure 4.17.
4.5. Storing the information

This section explains in detail how we collect and process all the information taken from the GUI. There are two kinds of informations, on the one hand there is information related to the commands’ sequence, and on the other hand there is information related to the commands themselves.

4.5.1. Command block and transition storage

Storing command blocks

As stated before, each command block contains the information of one command. These commands are modeled from CODs (see section 4.3.4.1) and therefore share some common properties. An instance of the Java class Hashmap contains all the CODs. We chose a hashmap because this class allows you to get any of the stored COD instances given a key, because all the objects stored in the hashmap are linked to a key defined when this object is created.

Upon creating a new command block, a new ID-number is generated and assigned. Using this key, we can retrieve the command block from the hashmap. Once the user defines and stores the information of a command, a new COD instance is created and stored in the hashmap with the box’s ID as the key. Therefore, we achieve a relation between the stored information in the hashmap (useful information to create the XML model afterwards) and the graphical information (useful for visualizing of the sequences). Figure 4.18 illustrates the storage of command blocks defined in AMG’s user interface (left) to a hashmap storage structure (right). A unique identifier known as ’key’ is assigned to every command block and is used to retrieve the stored information for future use.
Storing transitions

The Jgraphx library used by AMG, was created for handling state-machine diagrams and it does not offer the possibility to create an ID number for transitions. Given the lack of an ID number as a unique identifier, storage of transitions cannot be implemented using a hashmap. The lack of an ID number makes hard to implement a hashmap with the transitions’ information. Therefore, a list was created as storage structure.

This list contains instances of the class “conditions”, as it was described before in section 4.4.4. If the user decides to create a new transition, a new instance of the class conditions is created in the list and the respective transition is drawn in the canvas between the two commands. If the user decides to edit an old transition, the list’s stored condition objects are checked one by one. The selected transition target and the source are compared with the transition targets and sources stored in the list through an iterator. When they match the user is able to modify this transition and it is restored again with the new changes.

4.5.2. Conditions and dependencies storage

Transitions

As said in previous sections, the test scenario is a series of CLI commands. In the model, this scenario consists of two parts: States (i.e., command blocks), and transitions (conditions and the triggered actions between command blocks). Once the sequence of commands is properly modeled in the GUI, an easy and intuitive way of describing the model is required in order to storage that information in a XML document. The models are described as sequential maps using a boolean matrix. The rows represent the outputs and the columns represents the inputs.
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The cell \((i, j)\) has a “true” value if there is a transition from the state \(i\) to the state \(j\).

Dependencies

A parameter dependency refers to the situation where a command parameter only appears in the CLI if another parameter does. Figure 4.5 illustrates this concept (the variable “FILE” can only appear if the variable “RANK” does). To solve this question we considered two techniques: Backus–Naur Form (BNF) grammar, and B-tree data structures. BNF notation allows a better coverage of the dependencies but requires more time of implementation due to the wide range of commands and formats. On the other hand, B-tree data structures, i.e., a tree data structure that keeps data sorted and allows sequential access and insertion, require less time of implementation and the user can easily specify the dependencies. Therefore, and taking into account the time constraint, the approach used to solve this issue was the B-tree data structure (see Chapter 6, Future Perspectives).

We will use the following example to illustrate this concept: \(\text{PRTMT A } [B [C [D E]]] \). In this example, the command PRTMT has 5 parameters, where B, C, D and E are optional at different levels (see Figure 4.19). Each parameter dependency only has to be assigned to the parameters in the same level or the nearest top level. This means that a series of assignments at different levels will cover the dependencies between all the parameters of the command.

4.6. XML Transcoder

The XML transcoder module analyzes the information from the pre-models created in the GUI (see section 4.4) and generates an XML file which helps 2 main purposes:
Storage of Information: This software module contains the classes XML-Reader, and an XMLWriter, which use the Document Object Model (DOM) interface [4] to read and write XML documents.

Integration with different MBT tools: The XML format allows the stored models to be used by different MBT tools in order to provide flexibility to the tester.

4.6.1. XML schema

An XML schema defines and describes the type of XML document generated. For this thesis project, the xml schema language used is XML Schema [25]. XML Schema is the W3C-recommended schema language for XML. It provides a means for defining the structure, content and semantics of XML documents.

One of the greatest advantages of using XML Schema is the support for data types, which facilitates the definition of data patterns and formats, and to convert data between different data types. In addition, it is easier to validate the correctness of the information [60]. XML Schemas also ensure consistency of the data format, i.e., the sender and the receiver will expect the same document format, thus avoiding misunderstandings in the content of the document.

The open-source Java library, JGraph [11], used in the GUI to depict the pre-model (see section 4.1.3), automatically generates an XML document with customized tags that Jgraph uses to identify the different nodes and transitions of the model. This preliminary XML document is parsed by AMG in order to load the model. This feature of the library facilitate the task of generating the XML files from the models. The information users enter in the GUI (see section 4.4) is then added to the JGraph-like XML documents following the rules established by the XML Schema. Figure 4.20 illustrates this process.

4.6.2. Parsing Methodology

The most widely used parsing methodologies are Simple API for XML parsing (SAX) and Document Object Model (DOM). DOM is a interface that allows to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of XML documents [76]. DOM is a tree-based parser, which allows traversing in any direction. DOM can both read and write in the XML documents. In addition, the user can easily update the document, adding or deleting nodes because DOM uses a tree-based data structure for storing the XML document and facilitates the random access and manipulation of the XML data [24].

On the other hand, SAX is a open interface based on JAVA language which uses a streaming method to analyze and get the information from a XML document
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SAX presents the document as a serialized event stream (i.e., a sequence of calls to a handler function as each chunk of XML syntax is recognized) [24]. It occupies less memory than DOM, and generally runs faster. However, SAX can be only used for sequential processing of the XML documents, and these can not be manipulated.

Table 4.1. SAX vs DOM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SAX</th>
<th>DOM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parsing</td>
<td>Parses node by node</td>
<td>Store the entire XML into memory before processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Does not store the XML document in memory</td>
<td>Occupies more memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node Manipulation</td>
<td>Can not add or delete nodes</td>
<td>Nodes can be added or deleted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node Traversal</td>
<td>Top to bottom traversing</td>
<td>Traversing in any direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Event-based parser</td>
<td>Tree-based parser</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purposes of this master thesis’s project, which requires the creation of XML documents and the continuous update of these, the chosen methodology is DOM. Despite of the less efficient usage of memory, the features described above (see table 4.1) fits better with the design requirements of our tool. The class XMLTranslator parses the XML document and extract the information as detailed above (see section 4.5). The information is then transfered to the "model translator" module (see section 4.7).
4.7. Model Translator

Model Translator is a JAVA-based software module, whose function is to generate a final model which will be used to generate the test cases to be executed by the SUT. The input to this module is provided by the class XMLReader (see section 4.6, which parses the information stored in the XML file and transfer the data in the format described in section 4.6.2. This information is analyzed by the Model Translator in order to create the model. Subsequently, a third party MBT tool is used to generate test cases: Conformiq Modeler™ and Designer™ Tool [3]. This approach is shown in Figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21. Test Adaptor

4.7.1. Model Adaptor Templates

Conformiq Designer™ is an MBT test generation tool which automatically generates test cases out of models. This tool tries to achieve maximum coverage of requirements while at the same time keeping the number of generated test cases as small as possible. The advantage of using this tool is that the models it uses for input are created in XML, and therefore, AMG can easily create new models automatically. The format of the models consists basically on two parts: A nominal part, and a graphical part. The nominal section stores the number of states (operations) and their content, as well as the transitions and the different conditions to trigger each transition. On the other hand, the graphical section stores all the characteristics related to the visualization of the model, i.e. location (coordinates) and size of each state, length of transitions, etc.

Model Translator uses the XML model generated previously (see section 4.6), to create a new Conformiq model using an approach based on templates. These templates consider the number of states and transitions of a certain model and determine their position on the Conformiq canvas. This information is inserted into the template together with the rest of the data required for Conformiq to depict the models.
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4.7.2. Qtronic Modeling Language

The final step is the model generation is the generation of the code in Qtronic Modeling Language (QML). QML is an object-oriented language that is used in Conformiq Designer to specify models using textual notation. A JAVA-derived language is combined with UML state-machines in order to design models. As seen in Figure 4.22, notation of transitions has basically three parts specified as guard[trigger]/Action, where:

- Trigger: It specifies the pattern of data to match and switch to the next state. Here, we typically describe a command incoming to the system from a tester, e.g. an incoming TRSFM command on the mmlCmd interface.

- Guard: It specifies a boolean condition for the transition to fire.

- Action: It specifies the action to perform if the transition fires. An action contains a block of QML code which can be in the XML (XMI in Conformiq notation) file itself or in a source code textual file (CQA type). In this code we typically describe the values of parameters of the incoming command declared in the trigger, as well as the expected system response.

CQA Library

QML is used to specify the logic of the model. A CQA file is created to write the methods for treating each command. Each method consider the number of formats of parameters of each command and combines them to create the different test cases. In order to achieve this goal, every interface and command must be previously specified in another CQA file using the QML notation. The function of the CQA library is to define the possible inputs and outputs of the test domain.

The inbound and outbound interfaces are first specified, together with the allowed commands in each interface. These commands are then specified along with their parameters according to the requirements document. QML allows Integer, String or Boolean parameters. If optional, the tag Optional<TypeOfParameter> is placed before the parameter in question. The following example will illustrate these concepts:

```
system {
    /* Back-end interfaces */
    Inbound mmlCmd : PXRLT;
    Outbound mmlPrt: EXECUTED;

    /* User connection interfaces */
    Inbound userIn : telnet, ssh, ftp, sftp, comCli, comNetconf;
    Outbound userOut : stdOut;
```
Figure 4.22. Conformiq model example generated a pre-model. Note the complexity of this model, which uses UML-specific notation, as opposed to the simplicity of the pre-model illustrated in figure 4.3, which does not require any special knowledge to create. In addition to this graphical part, AMG also generates a complement of code in a JAVA-derived language used by Conformiq.

As seen in the example above, two inbound interfaces are declared, mmlCmd and userIn; and two outbound interfaces, mmlPrt and userOut. For simplicity reasons, in the example only two of the commands are shown (PXRLT and EXECUTED).
The `RECORD` field defines the messages allowed in an inbound or outbound interface. Each record field has a series of parameters which can be string or integer and have a predetermined value by using the special command `prefer`. The parameter `hidata` in the record field `PXRLT` is declared as optional, i.e., the parameter can appear or can not appear in an incoming message `PXRLT`.

The information about the CLI commands extracted from the XML document must match with the existing CQA library of the system.

**Command Functions**

As said above, every inbound command has a number of fields, integers or strings. The combination of these fields results in a number of different test cases which specify all the possible combinations for a particular command.

The data combinations for each command is processed in a function which is specified together with the rest of the commands’ functions in a separate CQA file. If the `combine-all` construct is used, Conformiq Designer calculates a set of all possible combinations in the region and generate a test for each combination. The class `XMLTranslator` parses the information about every parameter and extract the data about the number of different formats, parameters, outputs required for each format etc., which are then used to create the functions.

For Example

```java
public int set_PTPBP(PTPBP incomingMessage){
    combine_all{
        require(
            ((incomingMessage.bn =="0")
             && ((incomingMessage.addr =="1")
                 || (incomingMessage.addr =="2")
                 || (incomingMessage.addr =="3")
                 || (incomingMessage.addr =="4")
                 || (incomingMessage.addr =="5"))
             && ((ispresent(incomingMessage.nrw))
                 && (incomingMessage.nrw =="3")
                 || (incomingMessage.nrw =="4")
                 || (!ispresent(incomingMessage.nrw))
            )
        );
        return 0;
    }
}
```

In the example above, we can see the case of one single command with 3 parameters. `require` checks that the boolean argument supplied is true. `incomingMessage` is the instance of the current message. The three arguments are: `bn`, `addr`, and `nrw`. The `OR` operator specifies the range of values that a particular parameter can
take. The OR operator is also used to difference between two different formats of the same command. In addition, for those parameters marked as optional, ispresent checks that the parameter in question is present in the message.

4.8. Pretty-Printer

The documentation generator known as pretty printer allows us to generate a readable textual document using the information encoded by the XML model. The pretty printer has some predefined rules that can be configured in order to achieve the desired format for the generated documentation.

Maintaining and/or creating new documentation according to the software developed is solved in our tool which automatically generates the documentation taking the XML data. Furthermore, this generated documentation can be read by the parser without parsing errors hence the program can re-read the generated output to re-generate the XML model. This facilitates making transformations in the documentation which lead to changes in the model.

If the documentation comes from another source or it was not generated with this pretty printer, then the parser will make its best-effort attempt to generate a pre-model, but the resulting pre-model must be reviewed by the tester. Although the first representations of the documentation are sometimes inaccurate, they will be improved with time. The final result will be a common documentation format that is fully machine readable.
Chapter 5

Analysis of Results

AMG has been tested on an Ericsson’s telecommunications system. To collect the data required for the analysis of the efficiency and the added value of the AMG tool, we have established two parallel tracks of work. The first track of work consists of testing our tool with models of different complexity to measure the efficiency of testing when using AMG. The second track consists of a survey completed by a team of 15 testers in order to conduct a research study about the value of MBT versus traditions testing techniques based on the experience of the testers.

5.1. Testing Scenario

In order to perform correct measurements on the benefits of using the AMG tool, a careful study has been carried out. The purpose of this study is to find out the complexity of the models that are going to be implemented.

We have assumed that the complexity of a model depends directly on the number of parameters and their values. A model with a high number of parameters and values is translated into larger implementation time in comparison to a model which has fewer parameters and values. Thus, some charts includes the nature of the commands to model.

As we mention before in section 2.4 the test domain, where our tool is used, is CLI commands. We distinguish between CODs and OPIs, therefore an analysis of each one is carried out.

5.1.1. Analysis of CODs

Figure 5.1 illustrates the number of commands with a specific number of parameters. The reader can see that most of them have less than 5 parameters and it can
be said that it follows an exponential decay where the most common are commands with zero parameters. This statistic has been calculated with about 100 commands chosen randomly from the specifications sheets.

In order to be able to make a later comparison, we have consider to define three different scenarios depending on the number of parameters of each COD. The different commands used in every scenario are not real and serve illustrative purposes only. We will consider three different ranges:

- A command with two or less parameters
- A command with three or more parameters but fewer or equal to five
- A command with more than five commands

Figure 5.2 shows the percentage of commands within each range.

### Scenario 1

Scenario 1 includes the commands with two or less parameters. As seen in Figure 5.2, most of the CLI commands belong to this range. We will consider the command PTCFP (see the PTCFP specification in the Appendix D), which has two parameters: ADDR, which defines an address with an hexadecimal number from 0 to H’3F, and NRW, which is an integer with values between 1 and H’40. In addition, the parameter NRW is optional.

In this scenario we will consider a range of values from 0 to 2 with different ranges in the parameters. Table 5.1 shows the amount of time needed to create the
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**Figure 5.2.** Percentage of the different CODs’ ranges

model and generate the test cases. The time is measured on the implementation of both ADDR and NRW. Consequently, the expected number of derived test cases is 12.

In the last column, an average of the three precious columns is shown. Note that this time is the average of the efforts of three people who had experience with both AMG and Conformiq Designer and designed models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
<th>Time 3</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>10’</td>
<td>13’</td>
<td>12’</td>
<td>11’ 39”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBT + AMG</td>
<td>3’ 20”</td>
<td>6’ 45”</td>
<td>8’</td>
<td>6’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From our measurements, we calculated the improvement from using AMB versus using Conformiq in this scenario to be 195%.

**Scenario 2**

Scenario 2 includes the commands with a number of parameters between 3 and 5. The complexity of this scenario is larger than in the previous scenario, so a higher number of combinations and, consequently, test cases can be generated. We will consider the command *PTWRP* (see the command specification in Appendix E), which has 4 parameters: *DUMP*, a string-type identifier which can take values from 4 to 10 characters; *REG*, another string-type identifier which can take values from 3 to 15 characters; *RPBH*, a integer with a value from 0 to 9; *RPBIS*, a string-type identifier. The command specification contains two different formats. The parameter *RPBH* is optional.
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For this scenario, we will consider a range of three values for the RPBH parameter (the only parameter which can take values). The number of test cases derived from the model is 462. Table 5.2 shows the amount of time needed to create the model and generate the test cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
<th>Time 3</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>27'</td>
<td>38'</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>31' 39&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBT + AMG</td>
<td>9'</td>
<td>10' 37&quot;</td>
<td>13'</td>
<td>10' 52&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2. CODs - Scenario 2

From our measurements, we calculated the improvement from using AMB versus using Conformiq in this scenario to be 298%.

Scenario 3

In this scenario are included the commands with more than 5 parameters. These commands represent the 15% of the total of CODs. In this case, we will model the command APFPL (see the command specification in Appendix F). APFPL has 6 parameters: CP, a string with 1-7 characters; and a series of optional parameters which require no values, such as k, l, p, q, s. The command admits 5 different formats.

For this case, we will consider, as in the previous scenarios, a range of three values for each parameter. The number of test cases derived from the model is 50. Table 5.3 shows the amount of time needed to create the model and generate the test cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
<th>Time 3</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>40'</td>
<td>34'</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>34' 39&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBT + AMG</td>
<td>8' 30&quot;</td>
<td>9'</td>
<td>11'</td>
<td>9' 30&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3. CODs - Scenario 3

From our measurements, we calculated the improvement from using AMB versus using Conformiq in this scenario to be 364%.

5.1.2. Analysis of OPIs

In order to analyze the complexity of the OPIs, we assume that this complexity is directly proportional to the number of actions an OPI has. In order to understand this measurement the reader must assume an ideal case where all the actions have the same complexity. To give a valid measurement, the complexity of the actions of each OPI are assumed to be on average the same.
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Keeping this in mind, a direct correlation between complexity and number of actions can be established. Figure 5.3 illustrates the percentage of the number of actions per OPI. This statistic has been calculated with data retrieved from 100 OPIs chosen randomly. It can be seen that most of the OPIs are composed of sequences between 10 and 50 actions. Note that the nature can be either check a condition to continue or to execute a COD, so 50 actions do not mean necessary a sequence of 50 CODs.

![Figure 5.3. Percentage of the different OPIs' ranges](image)

In the case of OPIs, we have performed a research to measure the improvement of the AMG tool in the MBT context. We have divided the OPIs in 4 categories, based on their complexity. We will consider the averages expressed in Figure 5.2. Table 5.4 shows the times measured in the different categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of CODs</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>60’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>MBT + AMG</td>
<td>12’20“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>2h45’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MBT + AMG</td>
<td>25’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>16h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>MBT + AMG</td>
<td>1h45’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5 shows the percentage of improvement given by our tool. As seen in the obtained results, the efficient of the AMG tool increases with the length of the OPI, due to the simplicity provided by the automation of the model generation.
Different techniques have been developed in order to improve the efficiency of V&V processes. In this paper, some of these techniques have been presented and compared. The adoption of MBT is not a trivial decision as it requires a change in the way of thinking across the organization as both engineers and managers have to change the way they view testing. However, we have found that the ease of creating test cases with AMG together with the use of a capable MBT test case generator can be beneficial in the long term.

To prove our claims, we conducted a survey on different testing techniques currently used. This survey was distributed among professional testers, some empirical results were stored and processed and they have been used to obtain conclusions. The purpose of the survey was to acquire solid data about the different techniques that testers of the organization were using. The answers give us an average time estimation for creating a test case using each technique, as well as the average number of test cases created per day per test technique. In addition, we measured the adoption rate of MBT within Ericsson (see section 5.1.5). We received 15 answers from the testing team, with a relatively low variance in their responses (as explained below).

### 5.1.3. Comparison of the different testing approaches

We have observed that the average number of test cases performed per person and day, within a Ericsson SCRUM (an iterative software development method) team, using traditional manual testing is 18. In the case of test-case scripting that number is reduced to 2, while using MBT (without our tool) 23. We consider a SCRUM Agile sprint (the basic unit in SCRUM development) to be 3 weeks long.

Traditional manual testing is suitable for a small number of test cases, however, the larger the number of test cases, the less effective is the manual testing approach. As observed in Figure 5.4, the time needed to run a test case manually is shorter than writing a whole script, but it has to be perform again in every iteration.

On the other hand, the test-case scripting approach is adaptive, but with the disadvantage of high cost in terms of time. Test-case scripting is a costly approach as it requires a great deal of time to create the necessary test scripts. Additionally, test case coverage could seem insufficient for the great cost in time and effort, but it is in long-term planning where we can find its real value, which is the possibility of being used for regression-test environments. As seen in the results, this testing approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of CODs</th>
<th>Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>489%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>660%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>914%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5. Improvement in OPIs
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becomes less effective in time, where larger amounts of test scripts are available and the scripts have to be modified individually to fit new deliveries of the SUT. In comparison, when using MBT, a single model can be used to automatically generate test scripts, reducing the need to maintain each test script individually. Upon a new delivery of the SUT, the only change needed is to edit the model, and not every test script, as scripts are generated anew from the model as soon as the editing process is complete. This makes MBT an approach suitable for regression testing, saving time and thus increasing the amount of delivered software per iteration in an Agile development environment.

Given a standard test suite comprising of test cases of 10 CLI commands in sequence, our tool can create the model in 10 to 40 minutes, depending on the complexity of the process to model. Each model is able to generate a large combination of test cases at a time. In addition, the complete model, consisting of the required UML logic and JAVA-like source code, is automatically created, so the time needed for modeling and generation of test cases is drastically reduced. According to our research, the average time to write a test-script is 4 hours, and the average time for manually create a model, 2.7 hours. This is a significant saving in time for both manual MBT and test-case scripting, because the great disadvantage in both of them, as expressed by the consulted testers, is the time spent by the tester in writing the code of the script or the model.

**5.1.4. Comparative Graph**

We collected data from professional testers in our test department using a survey. The results of this survey were collected and compare the efficiency in test approaches in Figure 5.4. This figure shows average values, rather than individual responses.

To check the validity of our results, the variances of collected data are as follows. In manual testing the number of tests created by each tester per workday can vary between 10 and 35. In script-based testing each tester can write from 2 to 4 test-scripts per workday which are available in subsequent sprints. MBT users are able to write between 2 and 3 models per workday, each model composed of 10 test cases on average. The duration of each sprint is set to 3 weeks.

The workload of one single tester is measured and on average a prediction of his efficiency is calculated. This efficiency is measured as follows:

\[ Ef = Tc \times (1 - t_{updates}/t_{sprint}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where \( Tc \) is the total number of executed test cases per sprint, \( t_{sprint} \) is the duration of each sprint and \( t_{updates} \) is the time spent in updating the test cases. In addition, the efficiency is normalized to make a relative comparison among the four techniques.

\[ Ef_N = Ef/Ef_{max} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)
where $E_{f_N}$ is the normalized efficiency represented in figure 5.4. It is calculated by normalizing the efficiency with the maximum value of it represented by $E_{f_{max}}$.

**Manual testing**

This method has a high efficiency-rate in the beginning of a project but a low one in the end. Due to the lack of automation, a single tester has to manually repeat test cases from previous sprints. Thus, the number of executed test cases on average is the same in each sprint.

**Script-Based testing**

Written test scripts can be re-used in consecutive sprints, therefore the tester only needs to update the test suite manually, then all the test cases can be executed automatically. This semi-automated method increases the number of executed test cases in each sprint, leading to increased efficiency.
5.2. AMDAHL’S LAW

Traditional Model-Based testing

Model-based testing automates generation and execution of test scripts. Therefore, a single tester is able to evaluate more test cases than the previous two methods (see Figure 5.4). Furthermore, the spent time in updating the models is less than updating the scripts, thus the tester has more time to implement new models leading to new test cases.

Model-Based testing with AMG tool

The AMG tool abstracts the implementation of the desired model. After extracting the model from the specification test cases are created automatically. Therefore, the tester is able to execute models in less time, hence the efficiency is even higher than the 'traditional’ MBT method.

5.1.5. MBT within the company

Interest in MBT has been promoted by companies, rather than universities or government organizations, due to its improvement of business processes. This has particularly attracted the interest of large companies [10] [13]. According to our research, the importance of MBT within the structure of product development is becoming widely accepted as 82% of consulted testers think that it is more efficient than other testing techniques. In addition, 100% of the surveyed testers were willing to learn and improve their knowledge about MBT.

Among the main difficulties addressed when using MBT, most users point to problems related to the creation of models, e.g. writing the code, implementing the structure or even debugging the model. Our tool helps to avoid these problems, automatically implementing the structure of the model, without debugging, or any other effort needed. The efficiency of the current MBT approach (with manual model creation) is less efficient than including our tool in the MBT process, which largely reduced the human effort. Given a standard process, the average time spent by a tester in creating the model is 2.7 hours, while using our tool is on average 35 minutes.

5.2. Amdahl’s law

The presented results are focused on the performance on average of a single tester. Supposing that the time he spent updating models, he cannot implement new ones. As we are trying to measure the tool’s performance we will analyze the improvement from the process perspective. Amdahl’s law measures the improve-
CHAPTER 5. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

ment of an entire process when only the performance of one part is improved [31]. This usually means that the process is parallelized or sped up in some point.

Firstly, the speedup factor is calculated, $F_{\text{speedup}}$:

$$F_{\text{speedup}} \leq \frac{p}{1 + f \times (p - 1)} \quad (5.3)$$

where $p$ is the number of times faster (after the improvement), $f$ is the fraction of time (before improvement) spent in the part that was not improved.

Secondly, using this factor we are able to calculate the percentage of improvement in the whole process:

$$\text{Improvement} = \left(1 - \frac{1}{F_{\text{speedup}}} \right) \times 100 \quad (5.4)$$

Due to time constraints, it was impossible to measure the average duration of the parts which integrates the whole MBT process (see figure 2.8). Taking the results showed in [5], the duration is divided into:

- Specifications analysis & model implementation 65%
- Documentation & project management: 6%
- Extracting test & creating test harness: 12%
- Execute test cases & closure: 17%

Table 5.6 summarizes the results obtained and the improvement achieved:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partial improvement</th>
<th>Speedup factor ($F_{\text{speedup}}$)</th>
<th>Improvement (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1,205</td>
<td>17.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1,303</td>
<td>23.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.64</td>
<td>1,340</td>
<td>25.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>1,385</td>
<td>27.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>1,422</td>
<td>29.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.14</td>
<td>1,452</td>
<td>31.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the partial improvement is written in as times faster and the improvement is written in percentages. In order to calculate the $F_{\text{speedup}}$ following the Amdahl’s law, we supposed that the percentage of understanding and implementing the model is equal to 65% as stated before.

An improvement up to 31% can be achieved in the whole process with our tool compared to a simple MBT process.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Improvements

In this chapter the results of this master’s thesis project are discussed and some improvements are proposed. Section 6.1 presents a discussion of the results achieved in the previous chapter. Section 6.2 shows possible features to improve in the future.

6.1. Discussion

The main thesis’ goal was to develop a method to reduce the time spent on the implementation of models when using MBT. The best way to reduce time in repetitive processes, i.e. testing processes in a product life cycle, is to automate the process and the results obtained are really promising. Thanks to the abstraction of a particular type of models which were composed of \texttt{<command input, system output>} pairs, the automation was carried out and a significant improvement of the model implementation times was made which leads to a significant improvement on the whole process.

Note that the results shows an improvement up to 31\% over the MBT process which means that the implementation and designing was made around 9 times faster. One conclusion can be extracted here the more complex the system is, the larger is the amount of saved time.

The presented results shown in section 5, are based on people with knowledge of both AMG and Conformiq. Although we still have not conducted any measurements on the amount of time it takes for people to start using the AMG tool, we know from previous measurements according to the experience of our testers that the time it takes to learn and start using MBT ranges from 7 to 19 days, depending on the availability of resources to conduct the MBT training and the previous experience of the trainees with programming languages. From our estimations, the time to learn AMG is less then that, because the people do not need to have any background
in programming languages, but only know how to use standard Windows or Linux applications.

Moreover, the modularity of the designed tool and the XML as the intermediate format give it a lot of flexibility and enables it have a big impact in the company. Thanks to these facts, the company thinks about integrating some of the tool’s features into a bigger project and therefore, develop a commercial tool.

On the other hand, there are two sections that were not completed due to the lack of time. The first one is the automatic generation of documentation which can enable the company to have updated information of modifications or new features. The second one is the implementation of an HTML parser which could enable the tool to fill-in all the requirements directly reading the specifications. They were planned but not accomplished, therefore they are explained in the section.

Anyhow, the big challenge is introducing the tool to the company’s testing engineers. Traditional methods are still used even though there are much more efficient methods developed, so hopefully the reduction of complexity to get started through this new tool can remove the difficulties of learning new testing methods.

6.2. Future improvements

The results as shown in Section 5, indicated good performance and an increment in efficiency when using AMG. The time to generate and implement models is shorter and the required experience and knowledge have been reduced. However, AMG can still be improved.

The natural language parser was not possible to implement due to time constraints. Although it is the optimal solution because ideally a natural language parser can read any document, and although some ambiguity would still be present, the benefits could still be of value.

Given the ambiguity of NLP, we propose the use of a controlled language in the technical specifications. A wide-spectrum language sacrifices some expressiveness capabilities (e.g. complexity of grammar and richness of vocabulary) in order to have a more formal structure and be machine-readable. The pretty-printer generates documentation with a common format and common expressions, therefore a parser can be implemented based on this. The generated documentation is reviewed by a tester and uploaded as the specifications. This ensures the maintenance of correct specifications. We called this the “documentation loop” and it is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

Instead of creating the parser and then the specifications, we propose to do it in reverse. Firstly, define the controlled language and secondly, implement a parser which can parse what the pretty printer wrote before.
The advantages of implementing this method would be mainly two:

- Full-automation and hence, considerably reduced testing time.
- New documentation

With this implementation the tester could modify directly a model from the specifications, he would not even have to know how our tool works. Editing a model from the specifications will lead to another model when it was read by the parser. Therefore, the user could have new models and new test cases just redefining the specifications.

This change in our minds can lead to a new approach in the test suites because if they are analyzed, testers can focus on explaining in a correct way every single detail in the specifications. Currently, the specifications are written in order to explain a procedure already done and hence others can reproduce it afterwards. However, we propose to write commonly formatted specifications with every single detail explained on them in order to extract the test suite from there. In this way, the risk for implementation errors would be minimized since the specifications are well-written.

Writing specifications can be a challenging task and if we extend our idea even further, the tester could design a model from the specifications or from the pre-models which give this idea even more flexibility to the user. Therefore, he can choose the way to implement new models, through specifications, pre-models or a mixed implementation.

We also propose another lead of future work about the investigation of the feasibility of handling parameter dependencies using BNF grammar. This approach would substitute the b-tree data structures, which fulfill the requirements of the domain of this tool (i.e., a specific CLI domain and a certain 3rd-party tool,
Conformiq), but would be less efficient if future works try to extend the functionality and the scope of this thesis project. Libraries as JFLEX or JLEX could be useful in this case.

Another feasible future approach would be the implementation of a software module which captures already-created UML diagrams. If a software module could be implemented in order to extract the system behavior from the model used for designing the system instead of creating specifications from it, it will help to extract the requirements directly without any intermediate step (written specifications). The main benefit of this approach is that the system models could be used to capture the requirements specifications directly, and no NLP (and subsequently, automation loop) would be needed.
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Appendix A

Application Architecture
APPENDIX A. APPLICATION ARCHITECTURE

Figure A.1. Class Diagram
Appendix B

Example of XML document generated by the AMG tool

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"?>
<graphml xmlns="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns"
  xmlns:jGraph="http://www.jgraph.com/"
  xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
  xsi:schemaLocation="http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/xmlns/1.0/graphml.xsd">
  <key attr.name="nodeData" attr.type="string" for="node" id="d0"/>
  <key attr.name="edgeData" attr.type="string" for="edge" id="d1"/>

  <graph edgedefault="directed">
    <node id="9">
      <data key="d0">
        <jGraph:ShapeNode>
          <jGraph:Geometry height="50.0" width="50.0" x="160.0" y="-10.0"/>
          <jGraph:label text="COD"/>
        </jGraph:ShapeNode>
      </data>
    </node>
    <command>
      <name>PTSAP</name>
      <type>MML</type>
      <numberOfFormats>1</numberOfFormats>
      <preconditions>
        <isMMLConnection>true</isMMLConnection>
        <isConnectToCPT>true</isConnectToCPT>
        <isConnectToSB>false</isConnectToSB>
        <is SeparateSides>false</isSeparateSides>
        <returnCode>0</returnCode>
        </preconditions>
      </command>
    </command>
  </graph>
</graphml>
```
APPENDIX B. EXAMPLE OF XML DOCUMENT GENERATED BY THE AMG TOOL

24 <name>store</name>
25 <value>DS, PS</value>
26 <format>1</format>
27 <optional>false</optional>
28 </parameter>
29 <parameter>
30 <name>hiaddr</name>
31 <value>"1:2"</value>
32 <format>1</format>
33 <optional>true</optional>
34 </parameter>
35 <parameter>
36 <name>addr</name>
37 <value>"0:9"</value>
38 <format>1</format>
39 <optional>false</optional>
40 </parameter>
41 <parameter>
42 <name>nrw</name>
43 <value>"1:5"</value>
44 <format>1</format>
45 <optional>true</optional>
46 </parameter>
47 <output>NULL</output>
48 </command>
49 </data>
50 </node>
51 </graph>
52 </graphml>
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1 Tool Motivation

Automatic Model Generator (AMG) was created in order to automate testing of operation and maintenance (O&M), command line (CLI) interfaces in APG43 or help reducing the required time to design complex tests.

A big amount of test cases can be generated by just using a GUI-based parameter insertion tool, without having to deal with the complexity of test scripting languages. As soon as users enter the parameters in the GUI, the tool generates a model which can be subsequently be used as input to a Model-Based testing (MBT) tool. Subsequently, test cases are generated from the MBT tool and are rendered to executable test scripts using the proper test adaptor (i.e. a program that transcodes the generated test cases to executable scripts) (see also figure 1).

![Figure 1. (a) Actual process (b) Process using AMG tool](image)

This figure illustrates the current way of working with MBT (a), wherein models are designed manually. With the usage of AMG, models are designed with minimal user feedback, thus resulting in a reduction of the time required to create a model (b). This also leads to a reduction of total time required for testing.

2 Installation

This program does not require any kind of installation but some additional software is required.

2.1 Additional Required Software

To run an executable .jar file. Thus, please make sure that you have installed Java VM version 6. The program can be obtained from [http://www.java.com/en/download/chrome.jsp?locale=en](http://www.java.com/en/download/chrome.jsp?locale=en)

Moreover, the user must have installed “Conformiq Designer (CD)” software for MBT. It can be a plug-in on Eclipse or a standalone application (although installing the Eclipse plugin is recommended). In order to obtain and install Conformiq Designer, please refer to the guide on ericoll: [https://ericoll.internal.ericsson.com/sites/AXE_I_V_MBT/AXE_UG/Lists/Categories/Category.aspx?Name=1.%20Getting%20started:%20Installing%20the%20MBT%20tool%20suite](https://ericoll.internal.ericsson.com/sites/AXE_I_V_MBT/AXE_UG/Lists/Categories/Category.aspx?Name=1.%20Getting%20started:%20Installing%20the%20MBT%20tool%20suite)

AMG software outputs will be processed later by “CD” software with the purpose of creating the proper test cases that will be tested afterwards in the system under test with the AMG output as an input.
3 Required background knowledge:
AMG is made for generating models containing the necessary code for creating the test cases afterwards with a MBT processor like CD. Therefore, it is essential that the user has some knowledge in model based testing (MBT) theory as well as be familiar with basic Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) concepts.

4 Program Overview:
This section explains the functionality and purpose of each feature of the AMG tool and contains careful instructions about how to use it.

4.1 Graphical User Interface
This is the front-end in the AMG tool and its main screen. On this screen, the user defines the sequence of commands and the conditions necessary to continue from one command to the next one. This sequence is usually required when the user wants to model OPIs because they are composed of simpler commands (CODs).

If the user just wants to model a single COD, only one box is needed in the canvas.

4.1.1 Buttons Menu 1
There are three buttons implemented here, they are respectively from left to right:

- “New pre-model” which removes everything and creates a new pre-model.
• “Load XML file” which removes everything and load a pre-model already implemented in XML format.
• “Save XML file” which saves the implemented pre-model on a XML file.

4.1.2 Buttons Menu 2
In this container, there are three buttons implemented too, they are respectively from left to right:
• “COD” Enables the AMG canvas to add more boxes in the chart.
• “Select” Disables the creation of boxes in the AMG canvas.
• “Expand” Open the COD screen (see Section BB) in order to define the required data on each command.

4.1.3 Project’s Name
The name of the current project appears together with the name of the tool.

4.1.4 Zoom
On this box the actual zoom is displayed. Here the user can specify the desired zoom opening the box and choosing one of the options or he can change it pushing CTRL + mouse wheel. In both cases, the value of the current zoom is displayed on the box.

4.1.5 Create Model
Pushing this button, the tool translates from the XML format to the model programming language used in the MBT tool.

In order to push this button the user must have saved the implemented pre-model as an XML model in the selected directory. Pushing “Create Model” button the user creates the necessary files to translate the XML model into a Conformiq model. The outputs, as it is said before, “XMLname.cqa”, “XMLname.xmi”, “XMLname_main.cqa”, and “template_use_case_ConfigurationData.cqa”. The XML name is the chosen name for the XML file saved before. These outputs will be saved directly in the directory: C:\Users\name_user\Automated Model Generator. This will be changed in the following versions so the user can select the directory that he wants.

4.1.6 AMG canvas
As stated before, the possible elements on this canvas are “boxes” containing a command operation description (COD), and “transitions” with the conditions to be checked. Mixing both, the user is able to model any sequence of commands.

Each “box” contains a COD and the command’s information defined by the user, such as parameters’ values, preconditions, etc. These values are visible either in the tooltip (explained later) or opening
the “box”. On this screen, the user is only able to see the name of the command in the front of the box in order to maintain the model simple and not overload it with a lot of information.

Moreover, “boxes” are joined by “transitions” which contains the conditions to be checked out between two CODs. These transitions information but a short description of the condition is hidden as well in order to keep the simplicity.

4.1.7 Tooltips
As the information displayed on the boxes and the transitions is insufficient to see all the contained information, tool-tips have been implemented to see the contained information from the canvas. When the user locate the mouse on any box or transition a tooltip appears with the information contained inside the box (see Figure 3a) or the transition (see Figure 3b).

4.1.8 Robot
An automatic Conformiq project creation has been created through a sequence of commands. The only requirement to use this robot is that the user must open first “Conformiq” or Eclipse/Conformiq designer and have it in the background of the tool.

If this checkbox is selected, the sequence of actions will be done automatically when the model is created. Thus, the user will have prepared a new project in the workspace of “Conformiq” called “XMLname_project”.
4.2 COD
This is the main screen for modeling COD specifications in AMG Tool. It is composed by the following panels: (i) Menu (ii) Command interface, name and number of formats (iii) Preconditions (iv) Parameter input (v) Command output declaration for verification and (vi) Storage area and automated project creation settings. All these elements are explained below in detail.

4.2.1 Menu

![Figure 4. Model Generation Settings](image)

It is possible to use the menu on the top left part of the workspace to save or retrieve previous model generation configuration documents.

![Figure 5. Menu's items](image)

- **Save model**: a XML file is saved with the information of the command that the user has introduced in the GUI.
- **Load model**: a new window pops up where the user can specify the name of the command to load. The information is loaded in the GUI, so the user can change it (or not) depending on the case. Anyway, the “Create Model” button will generate the automated model.
4.2.2 Command interface
The command interface specifies the type of interface to which command belongs. The interfaces allowed are APG (for APG shell commands, together with support for O/S shell commands) and MML (for MML and CPT commands) (see figure 6).
4.2.3 Command name
Specify the name of the command to model.

![Figure 8. Specifying the name of the command to model.](image)

4.2.4 Number of Formats
Specify the number of the formats of the command to model.

![Figure 9. Number of Formats](image)
4.2.5 Connection Preconditions
These preconditions set the prerequisites that certain commands need before its performance. E.g. for a command that needs to be connected to CPT, the user will click on the corresponding option, and in the model a PTCOI command will be executed before in order to connect to the CPT shell. The preconditions allowed are the following:

- **MML connection**: If the command interface is MML this option will be automatically enabled).

- **Connect to CPT**: A PTCOI command is send to establish connection with CPT shell.

- **Connect to SB**: If the command is issued on the Standby (SB) side.

- **Separate Sides**: If this option is marked, a PTSES command is send before the command execution and the SB side is separated. To be enabled, it must be connected to CPT (it requires a PTCOI to connect).
4.2.6 Loops
Loops can be defined in order to repeat a particular instruction. This allows us to specify a number of repetitions instead of programming a counter in the model. The user can also define the delay between loops or define an identifier. There are five sections:

- “Repeat Loop”
- “Loops Nr”
- “Max loop Time”
- “Delay”
- “ID”
4.2.7 Parameters
In this section the user defines the parameters for the desired command. These parameters are typically retrieved from ALEX CODs, but they can also be manpages in case the command belongs to the APG interface. As a command can have multiple parameters, there are two buttons in the bottom in charge of adding or removing parameters: Add and Delete respectively.

![Parameter declaration section](image)

**Figure 12. Parameter declaration section**

4.2.7.1 “Add”/“Delete” button
“Add” button functionality is to create a new row in the table for a new parameter. Clicking on this button, a new empty line will appear in the table.

Clicking on “Delete” button (on the right), the selected rows will be deleted. If no rows are selected, the program will remove the last one.

4.2.7.2 Parameters’ table
A command has a number of characteristics:

1. Name of the parameter
2. Range of values
3. Mandatory / optional

4. Format of the command in which this parameter belongs to (as there can be commands that can be issued with different sets of parameters - i.e. formats)

**Parameter Name**
Here the user defines the name of the command.

**Range**
Note: Figure 12 at the end of this section illustrates various parameter declaration examples.
Depending on the parameter, there are different range types from numerical parameters to text-type parameters. AMG supports both textual parameters (alphanumericals) as well as numbers and mixed-type parameters (i.e. alphanumericals together with numbers). The rest of this section describes the notation under which the parameters are expressed in AMG.

**Text-type Commands:**
This type of parameters must be defined between quotation marks. If more than one value is possible, they can be separated by commas.
Example: “Text1”, “Text2”, “Text3” This will create three test cases, the first one with value Text1, the second with value Text2 and the third one with value Text3. *(see Figure 12, param1)*

**Numeric Commands:**
Here, the user has three options. To specify a list of single values, the user must write them separated with commas. To specify a range of possible values the user has two options. On the one hand, the user can define a range where the model will generate test cases for every single value in the range with the char “:”. On the other hand, the user can define a range where a random value within the specified range will be chosen and one test case will be generated based on this value, with the slash character “/”.
Here are three examples of this notation *(see Figure 12, param2, param3, param4):*
- 1,3,6 The tool will create 3 test cases, the first one with value 1, the second with value 3 and the third one with value 6.
- 1:5 The tool will create 5 test cases, the first one with value 1, the second with value 2...
- 1/5 The tool will create 1 test case with a random value between 1 and 5.

**Mixed Commands:**
Sometimes some parameters’ ranges are composed by both former types, text and numbers. For example, in the REG parameter of the PTSRP command, there can be 8 IPNET registers, from IPNET0 to IPNET 7, 8 TIPCNET registers, from TIPCNET0 to TIPCNET7, etc *(see http://calstore.internal.ericsson.com/alexserv?AC=LINK&ID=16585&FN=27_19082-CNZ214278Uen.D.html&PA=PTSRP&ST=FULLTEXT#SearchMatch1)*. In this case the user has to define
the range between *quotation marks*. For the numerical options, the user can use the ones specified in the former section.

Examples of this notation (see Figure 12, param5, param6, param7):

- “AD-1”, “AD-4”, “AD-65” The tool will create 3 test cases, first one with value AD-1, second with value AD-4, and the third one with value AD-65...

- “AD-1:5” The tool will create 5 test cases, first one with value AD-1, second with value AD-2...

- “AD-1/5” The tool will create 1 test case with a random value between AD-1 and AD-5.

Note that although AD-1:5 could be represented with notation “AD-1”, “AD-2”, “AD-3”, “AD-4”, “AD-5”, as discussed in the “Text-Type Commands” section above, this is not an optimal solution, since there can be commands with a large finite set of values, for example, consider the 64 values of parameter REG of PTRML and PTRMP commands (see http://calstore.internal.ericsson.com/alexserv?ID=16585&DB=16577- ipw2.alx&FN=19_19082-CNZ214278Uen.B.html)

Example with parameters of different type written in the interface:

![Automated Model Generator](image)

Figure 13. Parameters examples
OBS! It is important to stress that the command to model is written in the AXE common file and the type of value is the same in the tool and in the AXE file.

If the user wants to model a new command (or one that it is not in this file), he must include this command in the AXE file. (See section 6)

**Mandatory / optional**

There is a checkbox placed on the table to define a parameter as optional which means that one parameter can appear in a specific format/s or not (this leads on different test-cases).

A parameter becomes optional when the checkbox is selected.

**Format**

The format where the parameter belongs to should be defined here in case that there are multiple formats. If a parameter appears in more than one format, the user must define the number of the format separated by commas. For example:

1.1.1 **Format 1**

\[
\text{PTSRP}: \text{REG}=\text{reg[,CLEAR]};
\]

1.1.2 **Format 2**

\[
\text{PTSRP}: \text{REG}=\text{ETHINFO}, \text{PCB}=\text{pcb}, \text{IF}=\text{tf};
\]

Figure 14. Example of two formats with common parameters

In this case the parameter “reg” is present in two formats, so we define the formats in the last column separated by commas.
The range is taken from the specifications (http://calstore.internal.ericsson.com/alexserv?id=16585).

4.2.7.3 Dependencies

Sometimes, some optional parameters require other optional parameters to be present in the same format. In these cases, we can say that these parameters have dependencies with other/s. Let’s see an example in the figure 13 below:

![MML command format](image)

As we can see, in the format #1 of the MML command we can find the parameters “-i” and “-l”. If we observe properly, both of them have to be present, so they have dependence with each other (“-i” is needed to enter “-l” and vice versa). It is the same case that with the dependency between “-s” and “-Q”.

This is the most basic case, although we could find dependencies more complex like in the following examples:

<command> param1 [param2 [param3 param4] ]
There we have the following dependencies:

- Param4 depends on param3 and param2 (it cannot appear if they don’t)
- Param3 depends on param4 and param2

<command> [param1 [param2 [param3 param4]]]

In this case, although we have the previous dependencies, we have to add one more:

- Param4 depends on param3 and param2 (it cannot appear if they don’t)
- Param3 depends on param4 and param2
- Param2 depends on param1.

**NOTE:** Something important to remember is that a command only has dependencies with other commands in case they are both **optional**. A command cannot be dependent on any other commands which are not optional, because in that case is going to appear always.

**“Dependencies” button**

In the program, we can specify relationships between parameters clicking on the button “Dependencies”, in the bottom of “Parameters” panel.

![Figure 16. Dependencies button.](image-url)
Another window pops up, where it is possible to set inter-dependencies. To illustrate this process we will use the example of the MML command. We will follow the next steps to specify the dependency between “i” and “I”.

1. Once all the parameters have been introduced in the table, with the proper format, click on “Dependencies”. A new window pops up (see figure 14).

![Dependencies editor](image1)

**Figure 17. Dependencies editor.**

2. In the “Format 1”, click on the “_i” tab, and click on “_I”. Afterwards, click on the “_I” tab and click on “_i”, and click on “accept” (see figure 15).

![Setting dependencies](image2)

**Figure 18. Setting dependencies**

3. Create the model

As we stated before, the only requirement is to specify the dependencies of a parameter on the same statement, and in the most immediate level of optionality, e.g. in the previous case `<command> [param1 [param2 [param3 param4] ] ]` we would click on the following dependencies.

- In the “param4” tab, click on “param3” and “param2”.
- In the “param3” tab, click on “param4” and “param2”.
- In the “param2” tab, click on “param1”.

4.2.8 Outputs

In this section, the expected outputs/printouts from the command must be defined.
Figure 19. Button for accessing output declaration editor.

The user will be able to define one output per format. Once the user has set the possible number of formats, if he clicks on “outputs” a screen like the one below will appear. The user has to write the expected output for each format on the fields. The outputs are written using regular expressions in ATH-Format. To learn more about regular expressions, please consult the MBT AXE user guide: https://ericoll.internal.ericsson.com/sites/AXE_I_V_MBT/AXE_UG/Lists/Categories/Category.aspx?Name=Appendix%201:%20Using%20regular%20expressions%20in%20printouts

Figure 20. A screenshot of the command output editor
Clicking on “Accept”, the tool will save the expected outputs and they will be written in the generated test script.

Note: If the user does not click on the “Accept” button or he lets the texts fields in blank, the tool will understand that there is no expected outputs/printouts, so they will not be checked in the auto-generated script afterwards.

4.2.9  Saving a COD

4.2.9.1  XML format
An implemented COD can be saved as a XML format in order to complete the requirements automatically on following occasions. It is explained how it is done in Section 4.2.1.

4.2.9.2  Saving data
All the requirements are saved automatically when the user pushes the button “Accept”.

![Automated Model Generator](image)

**Figure 21.** Location of storage and robot settings

All the written requirements are saved and the user can continue modeling the sequence in the AMG canvas.
5 Procedure steps with an existing COD in the library:

5.1 Test cases generation Instructions

These are the steps that need to be followed by the user to generate test cases using AMG:

1. Open AMG tool
2. Select the command’s type to implement
3. Fulfill the required information in the interface (Section 4)
4. [OPTIONAL] If “Create project” is on, the user must set Eclipse with Conformiq interface in the background (Section 4)
5. Click on “Create model”
6. Select the created files (“command_name.cqa”, “command_name_main.cqa”, “template configuration.cqa” and “command_name.xmi”) and copy into the project file in Conformiq (drag and drop), in “model” folder.
7. Link the files “AXE Common” and “command_library” to the existing project (drag and drop)
8. Click on the button “generate test cases from model”

5.2 Executing the test cases

9. In the project file, there is a green icon named “DC”, click with the right button on it and select “new” and “Create a new Scriptbackend”
10. User must select which Scripter wants to use (Conformiq, ATHScripter…)
11. Clicking on “Render test cases with enabled scripts” the user will create the test scripts which contains all the desired test cases
12. Execute the test cases

6 Procedure steps with a non-existing COD in the library:

If the user wants to implement a missing command (in the AXE Common file) or a new command, he will have to edit AXE Common file as follows:

1. Open the file “AXE_Common.cqa” ¹ and the “commandLibrary.cqa”²
2. If it is a mml command: write the command name in the “Inbound mmlCmd” section.
   If it is an apg command: write the command name in the “Inbound apgCmd” section.

---

¹ If the user does not have a local copy, he can download from the repository from: https://teamforge.lmera.ericsson.se/svn/repos/ath/DEVELOPMENT/Models/Common/AXE_Common.cqa

² If the user does not have a local copy, he can download from the repository https://teamforge.lmera.ericsson.se/svn/repos/ath/DEVELOPMENT/Models/Common/commandLibrary.cqa
3. Write the following lines in the document afterwards:

```plaintext
class Command_name {
    int sessionId prefer 0;
    int timeout prefer 60;
    // From Here write the parameters’ name
}
```

NOTE: If the parameter is optional, the user must indicate it on the record as:

```
Optional <Type> Parameter_name
```

4. Save the modified file

5. Follow the “procedure steps with an existing command” (Section 5)

7 Example of a COD

In this section, a new command will be implemented so the user can easily see and understand the whole process. The new command to model is:

APG Command

Format 1:

```
Myexample  param_1 [param_2] [param_3 [param_4 param_5]]
```

Where the values can be:

- `param_1` = “AD-1”, “AD-3”, “AD-5”
- `param_2` = [10,20]
- `param_3` = “AD-10” – “AD-100”
- `param_4` = “YES”, “NO”
- `param_5` = [10,15]

Format 2:

```
Myexample  param_1  param_6
```

Where the values can be:

- `param_1` = “AD-1”, “AD-3”, “AD-5”
- `param_6` = “YES”, “NO”

Outputs: Format 1: “OK”

Format 2: no need to check printouts/outputs

The notation below is the same as the one that appears in the documentation. “[]” means optional parameter, the comma separates the possible values and the ranges are defined with a “-”.

Thus, following the steps in Section 6:

1. Open the file “AXE_Common.cqa” (make sure that you have “commandLibrary.cqa” in your computer too)
2. We write in apgCmd: myExample

   ```plaintext
   /* APG command interfaces */
   Inbound apgCmd : Myexample, hostname, procstate, alist, mml, trautil, cpfls, cfeted, rm, q, cluster, phaprint, prcboot, Y, N, sfcexec, sfcfb, ptofi, busdef, bupfls, bupmsg, dev, help, shelp, knowncom, shellfng, kill, startTCPAP, PRINT, SET, cpfls, cprfls, date, ctime, cr
   `Outbound apgPrt : stdout, CPF_FILE_TABLE, date_printout, RELOAD_PARAMETERS;
   ```

3. We write the parameters in the space reserved for Inbound APG commands:
record Myexample {
    int sessionId prefer 0;
    int timeout prefer 60;
    String param_1;
    Optional <int> param_2;
    Optional <String> param_3;
    Optional <String> param_4;
    Optional <int> param_5;
    String param_6
}

4. We save the file.
5. Open AMG Tool and fulfill the fields required (See Section 5).
   In the example below, we will specify that for param_2 and param_3 the system will only test
   one random value in the range and for param_5, it will test all the possible values (6 values).

![Automated Model Generator](image)

Figure 22. Myexample parameters
6. Click on “Create model”.
7. Copy the files to the project created in Conformiq (do not forget to have Conformiq opened in the background) in the “model” folder inside “Myexample-test” folder. (drag and drop)
8. Link to “AXE_Common.cqa” and “commandLibrary.cqa”. (drag and drop in “model” folder and click on link files)
9. Click on the button “generate test cases from model”
10. Execute the test cases following the instruction in Section 5

If the user wants to implement an existing command which is already in the “AXE_Common.cqa” file, he has to omit the steps from 1 to 4.

OBS! The type of the parameters must match with the type defined previously in the “AXE_Common.cqa” file.

8 Example of an OPI
The modeled OPI is the instruction ‘Initial Load’ which is defined in the APG43 Manual, in page 27. It is a simple example so the user can easily get the idea of implementing an OPI and extend it to other instructions.

8.1 Implementation
It is composed of two boxes because the first steps can be introduced as pre-conditions in the first command modeled. Thus, the sequence is as follows:

![Automated Model Generator - Initial load.xml](image)

where the PTCPL has some pre-conditions selected and two parameters defined. MML connection, CPT connection and Side B connection are selected (in this example, side B is used). In addition, parameters ‘file’ and ‘cs’ are specified as it is said in the specifications and the expected output. Everything is shown in the following snapshots:
Figure 26. PTCPL requirements

Figure 27. PTCPL's output
And the PTCOE which has not any parameters or outputs:

![Figure 28. PTCOE requirements](image)

Note that this command checks the output after its execution and therefore, as this value is checked here, the user does not need to specify any condition in the transition between the PTCPL and the PTCOE.

### 8.2 XML Model

Once the whole model is implemented as explained before, we have to save it as an XML model. For this purpose, the button “Save model” is pushed and a directory is selected in the dialog.
Then, we can proceed with the next step and generate the model in QML (Conformiq). We choose the name ‘Initial Load.xml’.

8.3 Conformiq Model

To generate this model, the button ‘Create Model’ is pushed and automatically the model is transformed into the following Conformiq model and it is automatically called ‘Initial Load.xmi’:
The reader can appreciate that all the pre-conditions are defined in the function `connectToSTP` which is defined in the library. The parameters and their values together with the expected outputs are defined in the ‘Initial Load.cqa’.

8.4 Execution
Once everything is imported to Conformiq, the test-cases can be generated and executed through Conformiq.

9 Contact Details
If you have any suggestions, feedback or relevant information, you can contact to:

Ignacio Mulas Viela: ignacio.mulas.viela@ericsson.com

Armando Gutierrez: armando.gutierrez@ericsson.com
Appendix D

PTCFP specification document
PROCESSOR TEST CENTRAL, FORMAT, PRINT

1 Format

1.1 Command

PTCFP:ADDR=addr[,NRW=nrw];

1.2 Parameters

ADDR=addr Address to print.
   Numeral 0 - H'3F.
NRW=nrw Number of words to be printed out.

   If parameter NRW is omitted, then NRW=1 is used.
   Numeral 1 - H'40.

2 Function

The command is received in a support processor.

The command is used when reading one or more consecutive words in REFM in the
CP side CPT is connected to.

The command is accepted if CPT is connected.

CPT is connected by the command PTCOI.

3 Examples

3.1 Example 1

PTCFP:ADDR=H'1B;

The contents of the word with address H'1B in REFM is printed out.

3.2 Example 2

PTCFP:ADDR=H'05, NRW=H'3;
The contents of REFM at addresses H’05-H’07 are printed out.

4 Printouts

4.1 Check Printout

No.

4.2 Procedure Printouts

NOT ACCEPTED
fault type

Fault type:

FUNCTION BUSY
   The function is busy.

FORMAT ERROR
   The command is only accepted if CPT is connected.

FAULT CODE 1
CPT NOT CONNECTED
   The command is only accepted if CPT is connected.

FAULT CODE 2
DATA LINK ERROR
   Error on data link to CP.

FAULT CODE 3
TIMEOUT IN MAU OR CPU
   Time out in cooperation with either MAU or CPU.

FAULT CODE 4
COMMAND NOT SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
   Fault detected during the command execution.

FAULT CODE 7
UNREASONABLE VALUE
   Unreasonable value.

FAULT CODE 8
CP SIDE NOT SEPARATED
   The CP side is not separated.

FAULT CODE 14
CPT ALREADY IN USE
   CPT is already in use.
FAULT CODE 24
ILLEGAL ADDRESS
The address is illegal.

4.3 Answer Printouts

CPT MESSAGE REFM

4.4 Result Printouts

This command has no result printouts.

5 Logging

Not relevant.

6 Command Category Group

The authority depends on the category group of the path-building command. The category group within the support processor is H.

7 Command Receiving Block

CPT2D

8 Glossary

REFM REgister File Memory

9 References

9.1 Command Descriptions

PTCOI Processor Test, Connection, Initiate
Appendix E

PTWRP specification document
Processor Test, WEJEG Register, Print

1 Format

1.1 Command

\[
\text{PTWRP:} + \begin{array}{l}
\text{DUMP=dump, RPBIS=rpbis} \\
\end{array} +; \\
\begin{array}{l}
\text{REG=reg, RPBIS=rpbis[, RPBH=rpbh]} \\
\end{array}
\]

1.2 Parameters

- **DUMP=dump**
  - Dump Identifier
  - Identifier 4 - 10 characters
- **ERREVENT**
  - Regional Processor Bus Interface, Serial (RPBIS) Error Event
- **ERRLOG**
  - RPBIS Error Event Log
- **ETH**
  - Ethernet interface information
- **EVENT**
  - RPBIS Event Log
- **LINKSTATE**
  - RPBIS Link Status Log
- **MODE**
  - RPBIS Regional Processor Handler (RPH) Mode Log
- **RPBISSTATE**
  - RPBIS State Log
- **SIGNAL**
  - RPBIS Signal Log
- **STAT**
  - RPBIS Statistics

- **REG=reg**
  - Register Identifier
  - Every register starting with RPBH will require the RPBH parameter in the command.
  - Identifier 3 - 15 characters

- **CPINFO**
  - Central Processor (CP) Information for own RPBIS register
- **CPINFOTWIN**
  - CP information for twin RPBIS register
- **CPUBLNKSTS**
  - Status of Transparent Inter-Process Communication (TIPC) links
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Register Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECCCNTR</td>
<td>Error Correction Code (ECC) Counter register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INBNDBUFCNGSTN</td>
<td>Congestion in RPBIS Inbound Buffer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INBNDBUFLMT</td>
<td>Limit in RPBIS Inbound Buffer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INBNDBUFSIZE</td>
<td>Size of RPBIS Inbound Buffer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INBNDBUFUSED</td>
<td>Number of signal positions used by RPBIS Inbound Buffer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAUBLNKSTS</td>
<td>Status of Dual Link Protocol (DLP) links towards Maintenance Unit Board (MAUB) register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTBNDBUFCNGSTN</td>
<td>Congestion in RPBIS Outbound Buffer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTBNDBUFLMT</td>
<td>Limit in RPBIS Outbound Buffer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTBNDBUFSIZE</td>
<td>Size of RPBIS Outbound Buffer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTBNDBUFUSED</td>
<td>Number of signal positions used by RPBIS Outbound Buffer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESTARTGEN</td>
<td>CP Restart Generation register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHLSTS</td>
<td>Regional Processor Bus Handling Logic (RHL) Status register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPADDRCONTFETCH</td>
<td>Regional Processor (RP) Address for Continuous Fetch Mode register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHIBIL</td>
<td>Regional Processor Bus Handler (RPBH) Inbound Interrupt Level register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHIBNS</td>
<td>RPBH Inbound Number of Signals register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHIBO</td>
<td>RPBH Inbound Offset register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHIBPTR</td>
<td>RPBH Inbound Pointer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHIBSA</td>
<td>RPBH Inbound Start Address register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHIBT</td>
<td>RPBH Inbound Timer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHLOCK</td>
<td>Lock bits for RP Bus Handler register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHMODE</td>
<td>RPBH Mode register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHNIISF</td>
<td>RPBH Number of Inbound Signals Location register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHNOsv</td>
<td>RPBH Number of Outbound Signals Valid register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHOBDP</td>
<td>RPBH Outbound Descriptor Pointer register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHOBIT</td>
<td>RPBH Outbound Interrupt Threshold register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHOBND</td>
<td>RPBH Outbound Number of Descriptors register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPBHOBPO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RPBH Outbound Offset register
RPBHOBSA
RPBH Outbound Start Address register
RPBHRIC
RPBH Regional Processor Bus-Serial (RPB-S) Interface (RI) Control register
RPBHRIIP
RPBH RI Parameter register
RPBHRPBLKTBL
RPBH RP Blocking Table register
RPBHSTATE
RPBH State register
RPBHSTPRSN
RPBH Temporary Stop Reason register
RPBISINFO
RPBIS state Information for own RPBIS register
RPBISINFOTWIN
RPBIS state Information for twin RPBIS register
RPBISSTOPRSN
Reason for Temporary Stop of RPBIS register
RPHMODE
RPH Mode for own RPBIS register
RPHMODETWIN
RPH Mode for twin RPBIS register
TWINLINKSTS
Status of Twin Communication Links towards twin RPBIS register

RPBH=rpbh
RPBH Number value
Numeral 0 - 9

RPBIS=rpbis
RPBIS Address
Identifier 3

A-0
RPBIS 0 on A Side
A-1
RPBIS 1 on A Side
A-2
RPBIS 2 on A Side
B-0
RPBIS 0 on B Side
B-1
RPBIS 1 on B Side
B-2
RPBIS 2 on B Side
ALL
All RPBIS on A side and B side

2 Function

This command prints the register or dump contents from one or all RPBIS boards present in the system.

This command is received in a Support Processor (SP).
The command is only accepted if Central Processor Test (CPT) is connected.

CPT is connected by the command `PTCOI`.

Each RPBIS has 10 RPBHs (RPBH-0 to RPBH-9).

The order does not remain after system restart.

3 **Examples**

3.1 **Example 1**

`PTWRP:REG=RHLSTS,RPBIS=ALL;`

Print the contents of RHL status register of all RPBIS boards present in the system.

3.2 **Example 2**

`PTWRP:DUMP=SIGNAL,RPBIS=A-0;`

Print the contents of signal log from RPBIS-A-0.

3.3 **Example 3**

`PTWRP:REG=RPBHSTATE,RPBIS=A-0,RPBH=0;`

Print the contents of state register from RPBH-0 of RPBIS-A-0.

4 **Printouts**

4.1 **Check Printout**

No.

4.2 **Procedure Printouts**

*NOT ACCEPTED*

fault type

Fault type:
FUNCTION BUSY
   The function is busy.

FORMAT ERROR
   The command or a parameter was incorrectly specified.

FAULT CODE 1
CPT NOT CONNECTED
   The command is only accepted if CPT is connected.

FAULT CODE 2
DATA LINK ERROR
   An error was detected on the data link to the CP.

FAULT CODE 3
TIMEOUT IN MAU OR CPU
   Time-out occurred in cooperation with either Maintenance Unit (MAU) or Central Processor Unit (CPU).

FAULT CODE 4
COMMAND NOT SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
   A fault was detected during execution of the command.

FAULT CODE 7
UNREASONABLE VALUE
   The parameter was specified with an unreasonable value.

FAULT CODE 52
RPBIS NOT PRESENT
   An RPBIS board is physically not present in the system.

FAULT CODE 54
TIMEOUT IN MAU OR RPBIS
   Time-out occurred in cooperation with either MAU or RPBIS.

4.3 Answer Printouts

CPT MESSAGE RPBIS REGISTER

4.4 Result Printouts

This command has no result printouts.

5 Logging
6 Command Category Group

The authority depends on the category group of the path-building command. The category group within the Support Processor is H.

7 Command Receiving Block

CPT2D

8 Glossary

CP Central Processor
CPT Central Processor Test
CPU Central Processor Unit
DLP Dual Link Protocol
ECC Error Correction Code
MAU Maintenance Unit
MAUB Maintenance Unit Board
RHL Regional Processor Bus Handling Logic
RI RPB-S Interface
RP Regional Processor
RPBH Regional Processor Bus Handler
RPBIS Regional Processor Bus Interface, Serial
RPB-S Regional Processor Bus-Serial
RPH Regional Processor Handler
SP Support Processor
TIPC Transparent Inter-Process Communication

9 References

9.1 Command Descriptions

PTCOI Processor Test, Connection, Initiate
Appendix F

APFPL specification document
1 Format

1.1 Single-CP System

apfpl -p file [-subfile]
apfpl [-l] [-q] [-s] [file]
apfpl -l [-k] [-s] [-q] [file]
apfpl [-l] [-q] file-subfile[-generation]
apfpl -l [-k] [-q] file-subfile[-generation]

1.2 Multi-CP System

apfpl -cp cpname | CLUSTER -p file [-subfile]
apfpl -cp cpname | CLUSTER [-l] [-q] [-s] [file]
apfpl -cp cpname | CLUSTER -l [-k] [-s] [-q] [file]
apfpl -cp cpname | CLUSTER [-l] [-q] file-subfile[-generation]
apfpl -cp cpname | CLUSTER -l [-k] [-q] file-subfile[-generation]

2 Parameters

2.1 Options

- cp cpname | CLUSTER
   CP Name
   This option specifies the Central Processor (CP) name or CLUSTER in a Multi-CP System.

   The command is executed against the file system at the CP level related to the specified CP that is a folder named the same as the CP name. If CLUSTER is specified, the command is executed against the file system at Cluster level that is a folder named CLUSTER.

   Text string 1 - 7 characters

- k
   Compression status
   This option is used to list compression status.

- l
   Long listing
   This option is used to list additional file information.
-p  Path listing
    This option is used to list the physical path to a specific file.
-q  Quiet listing
    This option is used to suppress all headings.
-s  Subfiles listing
    This option is used to list all subfiles belonging to a composite file. The option is ignored for simple files.

2.1.1  Operands

file
    CP file name
    This operand specifies the CP file. This operand is not case sensitive.
    Identifier 1 - 12 characters

file-subfile[-generation]
    Subfile name
    This operand specifies the subfile. The subfile name consists of three parts, separated by hyphens. The first part indicates a composite main file, the second part and the optional third part indicates the subfile extension. This operand is not case sensitive.

file
    CP File name
    Identifier 1 - 12 characters

subfile
    Subfile name
    Symbolic name 1 - 12 characters

generation
    Generation name
    Symbolic name 1 - 8 characters

3  Function

This command is used to print the names and attributes of one or all of the files in the CP file system. In a Multi-CP System the file system at CP or Cluster level is addressed with the option -cp. It is also used to print the physical path to a specific file.

The result of the command execution does not remain after system restart.
4 Examples

4.1 Example: 1

In the following example, all main files are listed.

    apfpl
    CPF FILE TABLE

    FILE                        TYPE  CMP  VOLUME
    RELFSW0                     reg   yes RELVOLUMSW
    RELFSW1                     reg   yes RELVOLUMSW
    RELFSW2                     reg   yes RELVOLUMSW
    LOGFILE                     reg   no   LOGVOLUME
    LO                          reg   yes TEMPVOLUME
    TRA01                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA02                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA03                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA04                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA05                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA06                       inf   yes TRANSFER

4.2 Example: 2

In the following example, all main files located in the Cluster file system are listed. Note this example is valid only for a Multi-CP System.

    apfpl -cp CLUSTER
    CPF FILE TABLE

    FILE                        TYPE  CMP  VOLUME
    RELFSW0                     reg   yes RELVOLUMSW
    RELFSW1                     reg   yes RELVOLUMSW
    RELFSW2                     reg   yes RELVOLUMSW
    LOGFILE                     reg   no   LOGVOLUME
    LO                          reg   yes TEMPVOLUME
    TRA01                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA02                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA03                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA04                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA05                       inf   yes TRANSFER
    TRA06                       inf   yes TRANSFER

4.3 Example: 3

In the following example, all simple files and composite main files, including additional file information, are listed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CMP</th>
<th>VOLUME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELFSW0</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>RELVOLUMSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELFSW1</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>RELVOLUMSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELFSW2</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>RELVOLUMSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGFILE</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>LOGVOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>TEMPVOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA01</td>
<td>inf</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSFER QUEUE</th>
<th>MODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USERS</td>
<td>[0R 0W]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSFER QUEUE</th>
<th>MODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USERS</td>
<td>[0R 0W]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRANSFER QUEUE</th>
<th>MODE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIZE</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USERS</td>
<td>[0R 0W]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Example: 4

In the following example, all simple files and composite main files, including additional file information, of the CP2 file system are listed. Note this example is valid only for a Multi-CP System.
```
apfpl -cp CP2 -l
CPF FILE TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>CMP</th>
<th>Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELFSW0</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>RELVOLUMSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFER QUEUE</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td>REL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILE</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>VOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELFSW1</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>RELVOLUMSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFER QUEUE</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td>REL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILE</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>VOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELFSW2</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>RELVOLUMSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFER QUEUE</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td>REL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILE</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>VOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGFILE</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>LOGVOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFER QUEUE</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td>REL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILE</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>VOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>TEMPVOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFER QUEUE</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td>REL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILE</td>
<td>TYPE</td>
<td>CMP</td>
<td>VOLUME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRA01</td>
<td>inf</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>TRANSFER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSFER QUEUE</td>
<td>MODE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOTE01</td>
<td>FILE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RLENGTH</td>
<td>MAXSIZE</td>
<td>MAXTIME</td>
<td>REL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
4.5  Example: 5

In the following example, all subfiles of composite file RELFSW0 are listed. Option -l is used for a long listing and option -k for compression status.
In the following example, all subfiles of composite file RELFSW0, that is located in the Cluster file system are listed. Option -l is used for a long listing and option -k for compression status. Note this example is valid only for a Multi-CP System.

4.6 Example: 6
4.7 Example: 7

In the following example, all subfiles of composite file RELFSW0 are listed. The headings are suppressed.

```
apfpl -s -q RELFSW0
RELFSW0                             reg   yes  RELVOLUMSW
RELFSW0-R0
RELFSW0-R1
RELFSW0-R2
RELFSW0-R3
RELFSW0-R4
RELFSW0-R5
```

4.8 Example: 8

In the following example, all subfiles of composite file RELFSW0, that is located in the CP4 file system, are listed. The headings are suppressed. Note this example is valid only for a Multi-CP System.

```
apfpl -cp CP4 -s -q RELFSW0
RELFSW0                             reg   yes  RELVOLUMSW
RELFSW0-R0
RELFSW0-R1
RELFSW0-R2
RELFSW0-R3
RELFSW0-R4
RELFSW0-R5
```

4.9 Example: 9

In the following example, the attributes of subfile RELFSW0-R0 with additional information are listed. Option -k is used to list compression status.

```
apfpl -l -k RELFSW0-R0
CPF FILE TABLE
FILE                                TYPE  CMP  VOLUME
RELFSW0-R0                          reg   yes  RELVOLUMSW
TRANSFER QUEUE                      MODE
RLENGTH  MAXSIZE  MAXTIME  REL      ACTIVE        SIZE  USERS
COMPRESSED
2048                                                 0   0 [ 0R  0W]  yes
```
4.10  Example: 10

In the following example, the attributes of subfile RELFSW0-R0 with additional information are listed. Option -k is used to list compression status. CP1 is the CP searched for the subfile RELFSW0-R0. Note this example is valid only for a Multi-CP System.

```
apfpl -cp CP1 -l -k RELFSW0-R0
```

CPF FILE TABLE

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>CMP</th>
<th>VOLUME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RELFSW0-R0</td>
<td>reg</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>RELVOLUMSW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

TRANSFER QUEUE

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RLENGTH</th>
<th>MAXSIZE</th>
<th>MAXTIME</th>
<th>REL</th>
<th>ACTIVE</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>USERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>[ 0R 0W]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compressed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

yes

4.11  Example: 11

In the following example, the physical path to the main file of the infinite file YATSI00 is listed. Note this example is valid only for APG40 environment.

```
apfpl -p YATSI00
```

CPF FILE TABLE

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>PATH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YATSI00</td>
<td>L:\FMS\data\CPF\TEMPVOLUME\YATSI00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

4.12  Example: 12

In the following example, the physical path to the main file of the infinite file YATSI00 is listed. Note this example is valid only for APG43 in a Single-CP System.

```
apfpl -p YATSI00
```

CPF FILE TABLE

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>PATH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YATSI00</td>
<td>K:\FMS\data\CPF\TEMPVOLUME\YATSI00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

4.13  Example: 13
In the following example, the physical path to the main file of the infinite file YATSI00 is listed. CP1 is the CP searched for the infinite file YATSI00. Note this example is valid only for a Multi-CP System.

```plaintext
apfpl -cp CP1 -p YATSI00
CPF FILE TABLE

FILE                  PATH
YATSI00               K:\FMS\data\CP1\CPF\TEMPVOLUME\YATSI00
```

4.14 Example: 14

In the following example, the physical path to the simple file SIMPLE is listed. Note that this example applies to APG40 only.

```plaintext
apfpl -p SIMPLE
CPF FILE TABLE

FILE                  PATH
SIMPLE                L:\FMS\data\CPF\TEMPVOLUME\SIMPLE
```

4.15 Example: 15

In the following example, the physical path to the simple file SIMPLE is listed. Note this example is valid only for APG43 in a Single-CP System only.

```plaintext
apfpl -p SIMPLE
CPF FILE TABLE

FILE                  PATH
SIMPLE                K:\FMS\data\CPF\TEMPVOLUME\SIMPLE
```

4.16 Example: 16

In the following example, the physical path to the simple file SIMPLE is listed. CP1 is the CP searched for the simple file SIMPLE. Note this example is valid only for a Multi-CP System only.

```plaintext
apfpl -cp CP1 -p SIMPLE
CPF FILE TABLE

FILE                  PATH
SIMPLE                K:\FMS\data\CP1\CPF\TEMPVOLUME\SIMPLE
```
4.17  Example: 17

In the following example, the physical path to the subfile COMPO-FILE1 is listed. Note this example is valid only for APG40.

apfpl -p COMPO-FILE1
CPF FILE TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>PATH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPO-FILE1</td>
<td>L:\FMS\data\CPF\COMPVOL\COMPO\FILE1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.18  Example: 18

In the following example, the physical path to the subfile COMPO-FILE1 is listed. Note this example is valid only for APG43 in a Single-CP System only.

apfpl -p COMPO-FILE1
CPF FILE TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>PATH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPO-FILE1</td>
<td>K:\FMS\data\CPF\COMPVOL\COMPO\FILE1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.19  Example: 19

In the following example, the physical path to the subfile COMPO-FILE1 is listed. CP1 is the CP searched for the subfile COMPO-FILE1. This example is valid only for a Multi-CP System only.

apfpl -cp CP1 -p COMPO-FILE1
CPF FILE TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>PATH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPO-FILE1</td>
<td>K:\FMS\data\CP1\CPF\COMPVOL\COMPO\FILE1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5  Printouts

5.1  Diagnostics

Exit code: 0

Indicates a successfully executed command, and should return the user prompt.
Configuration Service cannot fulfill the request
Exit code: 56

The block Configuration Service (CS) cannot fulfill the request because an error occurs.

CP is not defined
Exit code: 118

CP does not exist in current environment.

File was not found: <CP file name>
Exit code: 23

The file was not found in the CP file system.

General fault
Exit code: 1

Error when executing.

Illegal option in this system configuration
Exit code: 116

Option is not supported in the current environment.

Incorrect usage
Exit code: 2

The command was incorrectly specified.

Internal program fault: <detailed information>
Exit code: 43

A program error has occurred.

Invalid file name
Exit code: 18

The file name is not correct.

Not a composite main file: <CP file name>
Exit code: 32

The requested operation is only allowed for a composite main file.

Physical file error: <operating system message>
Exit code: 41
An error has occurred in the physical file system.

Unable to connect to Configuration Service
Exit code: 55

The requested CS server is not responding.

Unable to connect to server
Exit code: 117

Request is unable to connect to server.

5.2 Answer Printouts

5.2.1 Printout Format

Format I: -l and -s options are not used.

```
[CPF FILE TABLE]

FILE TYPE CMP VOLUME
file type cmp volume
.
.
file type cmp volume
```

Format II: At least one of the -l and -k or -s options are used.

```
[CPF FILE TABLE]

FILE TYPE CMP VOLUME
file type cmp volume

[TRANSFER QUEUE MODE]
transferqueue mode

[RLENGTH MAXSIZE MAXTIME REL ACTIVE SIZE USERS] COMRESSED
[length] [maxsize maxtime rel active] [size] users compressed
```

/
SUBFILES

file-subfile-[generation]

SUBFILES

FILE

[file-subfile-[generation]]

FILE

RLENGTH MAXSIZE MAXTIME REL ACTIVE SIZE USERS COMPRESSED

FILE

SUBFILES
5.2.2 Printout Parameters

active
Active subfile
This parameter indicates an active subfile. The parameter is only printed for infinite files.

cmp
File class
This parameter indicates whether the file is simple or composite.

The value is one of the following:

yes
The file is composite.

no
The file is simple.

compressed
Compression status
This parameter indicates if compression is set for a file.

The value is one of following:
yes
Compression is set on the file.
no
Compression is not set on the file.

file
CP file name

maxsize
Maximum size of a subfile
This parameter indicates the maximum size of a subfile belonging to an infinite file, expressed in records. If no is printed, no maximum size is defined. The parameter is only printed for infinite files.

maxtime
Maximum active time of a subfile
This parameter indicates the maximum active time of a subfile belonging to an infinite file, in minutes. If no is printed, no maximum active time is defined. The parameter is only printed for infinite files.

mode
Transfer mode
The value is one of the following:
BLOCK
Block mode
FILE
File mode
NONE
Inhibit mode

path
Physical file path
This parameter indicates the path to the file in the physical file system.

rel
Release condition
This parameter indicates whether the active subfile will be changed when the file closed. The parameter is only printed for infinite files.

The value is one of the following:

yes
The subfile belonging to an infinite file will be changed when the user closes the file.
no
The subfile belonging to an infinite file will not be changed when the user closes the file.

rlength
Record length
This parameter indicates the record length, in octets.

size
File size
This parameter indicates the size of the file, expressed in records. The parameter is only printed for simple files and subfiles.

transferqueue
Transfer queue name
Name of the defined transfer queue for the file.

type
File type
The value is one of the following:

- **reg**  
  Regular file
- **inf**  
  Infinite file

**users**

Number of file users

This parameter has the format u [rR wW] where u is the total number of users, r is the number of users with read access R and w is the number of users with write access W. If X is displayed instead of the number of users, the file is opened for exclusive read or write access. Note that the same user may open the file for both read and write access.

**volume**

Volume name

This parameter indicates the volume where the file is stored.

6  **Files**

No file information is applicable to this command.

7  **Command Owner**

CPF

8  **Glossary**

- **APG**  
  Adjunct Processor Group
- **CP**  
  Central Processor
- **CS**  
  Configuration Service

9  **Reference List**

This document has no references.